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ABSTRACT

Demand for broadband services such as fax, videotelephony, video conference euad
data treinsmission continues to explode as we move into the twenty-first century. The
new broadband demand differs from voice traffic in that it varies rapidly with re
spect to the average length of time capacity is held by a customer. Hence, steady
state models of network traffic axe not valid in general, and may not provide ap
proximations that are sufficiently accurate for network design. In addition, modem
telecommimications networks incorporate advanced switching technology that can
provide flexible routing of network traffic based on network load eind projected de
mand. It is desireable to take advantage of this new flexibility to design reliable, yet
low cost, networks.
In this dissertation a multistage stochastic linear programming model for the de
sign of broadband networks is presented, along with a specialized algorithm for solving
the program. The algorithm is based on Network Recourse Decomposition (NRD)
first introduced by Powell and Cheung. The solution method incorporates cost cal
culations that prove to be useful for both sizing and routing decisions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Background

Currently, telephone companies are scrambling to ensure their place in the rapidly
approaching information age. New technology has made it possible to provide services
to their customers, such as fax, videotelephony, video conference, data transmission
services and High Definition TV (HDTV). The

has been to design a unified

network (potentially international) that can handle all of these services. HODTV can
only be handled by Broadband-ISDN networks (Integrated Services Digital Network)
which require expensive fiber optic cables em.d switches (DCS's,ATM's). A single
unit of capacity of a Broadband network, capable of carrying HDTV, is equivalent to
severed himdred telephone calls. It is believed that voice transmission wiU continue
to be the dominant service as we move into the 21st century, although data trans
mission services will eventually accoimt for a significant amoimt of traffic once ISDN
technology is fully deployed [39].
Prom a provider's point of view, the task is to ensure that broadband services are
accessible and reliable. That is, virtually all requests for service shoxild be accomo
dated and access should not be overly affected by equipment feiilures and overloads.
To ensure this reliability a tremendous amount of effort is spent on network planning.
There are at least three distinct layers to network planning. For example, Girard
[25] identifies the following 3 stages of the planning process. The first stage is the
design of a topological structure for the network. In this stage, the geographical
placement of components and their interconnections are determined. The second
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stage, sometimes referred to as the network realization stage, determines the optimal
size of the components handed down from the first stage. This stage is composed of
two distinct but interrelated subproblems: traffic routing, how to place traffic on the
network, and network dimensioning, determining the optimal number of connections
between nodes of the network within cost and grade of service (GOS) constraints.
The output of this level of planning is a set of logiczd links and a routing protocol.
This is the level of network planning addressed in this dissertation. In the third
stage, the technology is chosen eind technical details worked out to ensiure that the
requirements of the second stage are met.
The mathematical model of Chapter 3 is novel because it unifies the routing
cmd dimensioning subproblems of the second stage. Hence, the method hcis been
dubbed, Sizing and Routing Synthesis (SRS). At this level of planning, the model
is applicable to the design of circuit-switched (CS) networks, in which capacity is
allocated detenninistically once a request for connection heis been accepted, and
packet-switched (PS) networks, in which capacity is allocated stochastically. (See
Ephremides [22] for a good review of sizing eind routing algorithms for both CS amd
PS networks.) In addition, SRS is appropriate for multicast services such as video
conferencing, in which one source results in many point to point demands. Recent
work in this area can be found in [2, 31, 47, 37]. It is not an easy task to extend
the SRS model to incorporate mixed traffic directly, however, it is possible in certain
circumstances to treat a group of narrow bsindwidth services, such as telephone calls,
as a single unit of broad-band demand.
Rapidly growing broad-bcind services provide new planning challenges because
their demand is erratic cind difficult to forecast [53, 57, 74]. Steady state results from
queuing theory, the backbone of voice network analysis, are not applicable because
requests tend to remain on the network for a long time relative to the changing levels
of demand ([25] p. 450).
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On the other hand, DCS switches and other components used to carry Broad
band signeils give network plemners some additional advantages. The new technology
can provide real-time network information, such as the number of cables in use for
each link of the network. In addition, a greater variety of allowable routing options
is available to make a connection between two nodes of the network. With the new
technology any combination of links connecting the nodes is an cdlowable routing
option provided there is aji available cable on each link. These new advantages can
be used to make inteUigent decisions about the routing of the demand.
Network engineers have taken advantage of the new routing flexibility and net
work load information in two ways. Early work focussed on finding "optimal" routing
strategies. These routers are designed to maximize a network performance criterion
such as the nvunber of calls routed over a given time period. They aire based on very
specific assimiptions of network demand and often rely on additional model assump
tions in order to ease computation. Routing decisions axe based on knowledge of the
distribution of requests for connection, the current load on the network and cable
capacities. Recently, research has focussed on the design of network systems that cire
robiist to changing conditions such as hairdwaxe failures and unexpected heavy de
mand for connection [3, 13, 18, 38, 44, 48, 54, 65]. The "adaptive" routing strategies
employed for these networks do not rely heavily on knowledge of the demeind process.
Rather, routing decisions are made based on ciirrent network load, cable capacities
and simple predictions of future load based on recent network loading. Often, re
quests for connection may be rejected in order to maintain the network's ability to
adapt to changing conditions.
The problem of creating a low cost voice network that rejects only a small fraction
of the demand and incorporates an adaptive or optimal routing strategy is difl&cult
even with an arsenal of queueing theory results. Typically, the complex behavior of
the router is reduced to a much simpler model which attempts to approximate its
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steady state behavior. Under this simplified model the network is sized. Invariably,
the sizing procedure is a diflacult and expensive NLP.
The same sizing problem for Broad-band networks without the use of steady state
queueing theory results presents a daunting task. Therefore, in this dissertation a
djmamic programming approach is used. The model is a multistage stochastic lin
ear program that simultajieously determines routing decisions and sizing decisions
in order to maximize a performance criterion subject to a budget. Routing flexi
bility is maintained by allowing a number of alternate routes. The program has a
network structure appropriate for approximation using Network Recourse Decompo
sition (NRD), coupled with a heuristic developed by the author.
1.2

Description of Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides background and notation for the systems cind models relevant
to sizing and routing broadband networks. Classic traffic definitions, models and a
stirvey of routing protocols is presented. The chapter finishes with a survey of sizing
methods relevant to the network system that forms the problem of this disseration.
In Chapter 3, the model and solution method are presented. The solution method
is based primarily on the work of Powell and Cheimg [61, 60], hence background on
this work is eilso provided. A major problem with the algorithm is the initialization of
certain parameters. This problem is discussed in detail and heuristics for initialization
are presented.
Chapter 4 discusses the computational complexity of the algorithm and presents a
method for streamlining the calculation of the distribution of the routing probabilities
by taking advantage of the structure of the stage network flow problem.
Chapter 5 presents comparisons of the method to other routers and sizing meth
ods. The method appeared successful when applied to a set of 6 smedl test networks.
These results provided the impetus to try the method on a set of Icirger networks. In
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addition, we present the results of experiments in which model and algorithm param
eters are adjusted. The results of these experiments provide material for discussion
on the efficacy of the method.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary and discussion of the model and
algorithm of Chapter 3 and the results of Chapter 5.
1.3

Summary of Contribution

The main contribution of this dissertation is the sizing and routing model pre
sented in chapter 3. This model is imique in the literatiu-e for 3 reasons. The model,
1. provides the ability to model telecommunications networks without resorting
to steady state assumptions,
2. provides flexibility with respect to the choice of the distributions of requests for
connection and
3. combines sizing and routing decisions into one model.
Although the path-flow formulation of section §3.2.2 is standard, The network flow
formulation with side constraints of section §3.2.3 is new, and so is the proof of
equivalence of section §3.2.4.
A secondary contribution is the application of Network Recourse Decomposition
(NRD) to a large multistage stochastic programming problem. NRD is am approxima
tion method that can be very useful when applied to programs with simple network
structure due to its low computational complexity compared to standard solution
methods. Due to the fact that NRD is an approximation method, it is essential
to gather evidence of its efficacy. This dissertation provides such information for a
network problem with only minor additional complications to the network structure.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review

2.1

Background and Notation

The approach taken in this dissertation to tackle the sizing and routing subproblems of the network realization stage of network planning, is novel among the
techniques that can be found in the literature to date. Therefore, in the literature
review that follows, background wiU be provided on those techniques used in the
past to provide some context to the method presented in Chapter 3. We start with
a simple description of the system that is to be modeled.
2.1.1

System Description

The network is formed from a set of nodes, N, and links, L. We identify links,
capacities and costs using nodes. Hence, if i and j are nodes (i.e. i,j

G

N) then

{i,j) e L if the direct Unk between i and j exists in the network. Associated with
each link is a capacity Xij and cost per unit capacity Cij. The terms trunk and
trunk group will be used to refer to a unit of link capacity and a link respectively.
Capacities axe usually restricted to the non-negative integers, but the integrality
constraint may be relaxed in some cases. It is often convenient to cissume that the
network is fully connected. In such cases, nonexistent links may be represented as
having zero capacity. Let the set D =

G N} be the set of demand pairs.

That is, (i,i) E D indicates that requests for service between nodes i and j arise.
Let R be the set of transmission routes in the network. That is, r €

is a set of
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links that form an acyclic path connecting two nodes { i , j )

G D.

For each d G D, let

Rd denote the set of transmission routes associated with demand pair d.
For the purposes of defining a state of the network let

and n, be the nimiber of

calls currently in progress on link i amd route r respectively. It is common to define
the state of the network as either n, the number of calls in progress on each route or
1, the number of calls in progress on each link.
There are two events that may occur. A "call arrival" corresponds to a request for
connection between two nodes of a demand peiir. In most cases, the arrival process
is modeled as a Poisson process with rates A^, d G D. When an arrival occurs, the
call is either routed on the network or it is rejected. If it is routed on r then Ur is
incremented along with each link i £ r. If the call is rejected there is no change in
the state of the network. We will use a lost calls cleared model. In such models, a
rejected call does not wait in a queue, nor does it retry. This system is often referred
to as a loss system.
A "call termination" occurs when a customer no longer requires the connection.
If a call on route r terminates then

is decremented, as is

for each link i E r. The

holding time, the time firom connection to call termination is a random variable and
is typically assumed to be exponentially distributed with ein expected value of l//i.
The system just described will be referred to as a circuit-switched network (CS).
2.1.2

Modeling Demand

In designing a broadband network, it is necessary to model demand 2 or more
years into the future. In addition, for a given demand profile, models and/or char
acterizations of the network connect/disconnect activity, edso known as chum, are
necessary. In general, models for chum activity do not reflect fluctuations

in de-

meind growth over time, and forecasts of demajid growth do not captxire the network
connect/disconnect activity.
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An excimple of a simple model that attempts to capture both cispects of demand
is that of Smith [68, 69]. A reasonable model assumes requests for connection arrive
in batches according to a non-homogeneous compoxmd Poisson process with rate A(£)
given by
X{t) = Aoe^'.
The batch size has a discrete distribution. Holding time distributions cire assumed
to be exponential with rate fi. The parameters Aq, 0 and /z are estimated from the
available history of demands and were found in Smith [69] to predict short term chum
activity well, but did not predict long term forecast error well. A forecast model for
broadband or special service demand can be found in Horn [35]. More recent studies
of broad-band traffic include [53, 77]
In developing probabilistic models of chum activity for the new services, it is
necessary to characterize the nature of those demands. In the next section voice
traffic is contrzisted with broad-hand traffic.
The Nature of Broadband Demand
Sizing depends on accurate models of the demand. We will see that broadband
demand is radically different from voice demand and presents new modeling chal
lenges.
Voice Versus Broadband Traffic
It is well accepted that for any given hour, requests for connection between two
nodes of the network can be modeled quite accurately as a Poisson process (see, for
example, Wilkinson [76]). The Poisson model arises quite naturally within our setting
because many thousands of subscribers, independently of each other and the state
of the exchcinge, originate their calls at arbitrary instants of time. Another common
assumption of telephone traffic is that the duration of a call [holding time), can be
modeled accurately using the exponential distribution with all calls having the same
rate /i. A physical justification for this remains elusive especially considering that
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the Ccill holding time is hardware dependent. Denardo and Park [16] believe that the
long tail of the exponential function is likely to overestimate the length of calls.
Voice traffic has a small mean holding time relative to the changing arrival rate
X{t). Therefore, the the system has time to settle down to a steady state and steady
state analysis is appropriate. In contreist, broadband demand exhibits long holding
times relative to the changing arrival rate, so that the system does not reach a
steady state. Voice traffic is predictable and consistent whereas broadband demand
is erratic with much larger forecast errors. These differences challenge those that
model demand, as well as those that design routing strategies and sizing algorithms
for special service demands.
2.1.3

Routing Protocols for Loss Systems

To satisfy a request for connection between the two nodes of a demand pair, it is
necessary to find a route or path composed of a set of links that connects the two
nodes of the demand pair. A routing protocol determines which route will be used to
satisfy the request. If any one of the set of links of a peirticular route is at capacity,
the request cannot be satisfied via that route. In this section a taxonomy of routers
win be described.
A Taxonomy of Routers
Our taxonomy of routing protocols will start with a separation into two types;
alternate routing and non-altemate or fixed routing. Alternate routing can be further
divided into hierarchical alternate routing and non-hierarchical cdtemate routing.
Under an alternate routing protocol, more than 1 route will be tried, usually in a
prescribed sequence, so that if the first route is not available the second alternate is
tried and so forth.
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Fixed Routing
A fixed routing protocol selects a route for the request according to some fixed
rule. If that route is not available, the call is lost. The selection of the route can be
done randomly. In this czise, for each route r of demand pair d, routing probabilities
otrd are specified with the condition

ocrd = 1,

E D. For example, if all

requests for demajid peiir d are to be routed on a particular route, then
some t, and ard = 0,

Vr 6 Rj,

r

= 1 for

i.

Alternate Hierarchical Routing
For the genered case of an alternate hierarchical routing protocol, the network
nodes aue organized in a hierarchy with a tree structure. In essence, a call at node i
requesting connection with node j will try the most direct route first. If that route
is blocked, the call progresses 1 level up in the hierarchy to the unique peirent of i
(p2irent(i)). The most direct route is then tried. If blocked, the call progresses to
yet another level up in the hierarchy, etc. A special case of this strategy is called
hubhing. In this case if the direct route is blocked, the call is routed from node i to
node k = peirent(i), cind the most direct route firom k to j is tried. If this route is
blocked the call is lost.
A simple form of alternate routing called load sharing alternate routing, is a slight
variation of fixed routing. Calls arriving to demand pair k are probabilistically split
into cis many arrival streams as there are routes. For a call of stream i, the direct
route will be tried first. If it is blocked, an alternate route will then be tried. If that
route is blocked the call is lost. This form of routing is amenable to analysis and is
used by Girard and Liau [24] to approximate the steady state behavior of a router
described in Cameron and Grahsim [10].
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Alternate Non-Hierarchical Routing
Networks with alternate non-heiraxchical routing do not have the nodes organized
into a hiercirchy. All possible acyclic paths connecting the two nodes of a demand pair
may be considered during the operation of the network. This enables the network
to be much more flexible in response to shifting traffic conditions. We can identify
two forms of non-hierarchical routing. Time dependent routing and state dependent
routing. Time dependent non-hierarchicaJ routing specifies a sequence of alternate
routes for each time period (usually separated into hours, see Ash et al [4]). State
dependent routing considers the state of the network at the moment the request for
connection is made.
Both fixed and non-hierarchical routing schemes can be adaptive. The routing can
be adapted to the state of the network periodically by analyzing network data. For
instance, with fixed routing, the routing probabilities, d, can be updated periodically.
2.1.4

Traffic Definitions

Traffic volume is the accumulated time for which trunks cire held. Let x{t) =
number of trunks held at time t, then V = Jq x{t)dt is the traffic voliime through
time T.
Traffic flow is the traffic volume divided by T, F=V/T. This is a dimensionless
quantity called the erlang (erl) and represents the time average number of trunks
held. A single device held constantly over time T constitutes 1 erl. Normally, the
time period T is taken to be 1 hour. 1 erl = 36 ccs. (ccs = 100 call seconds).
Offered load is defined as the expected value of the number of incoming calls
diuring an arbitrary holding time [6]. To determine the offered load, let S denote
the duration of a call, and let N{S) be the number of calls over the random interval
(to, to + 5). The expected nmnber of calls during this random interval can be found
by conditioning on the length of the interval. For the special case in which calls arrive
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according to a Poisson process with rate A > 0 and 5 ss F { s ) with mean l/ f j . , then
E[N{S)] =

r E[N{S)\S = s]dF(5)

J a=0

=

n XsdF{s)
J 3=0

=

Ai;[5] =

Carried load is defined as the average number of busy devices in the group at a
given instant of time. Let X(i) denote the number of trunks held at time t, and let
p(A;, t) = P{X[t) = k) be the probability k trunks are held at time t. Assuming the
p r o c e s s r e a c h e s s t e a d y s t a t e limt_voo

t ) = 7r(fc) a n d limf_+oo X ( t ) = X .

Grade of Service (GOS) usually refers to a set of design pcirameters which specify
the maximum allowable network demand pair blocking probabilities.
2.1.5

Classic Model of a Link

Consider a CS network composed of 1 link. Under the eissiunptions of our CS
network, the single link telephone system is equivalent to an M/M/x/x queueing
system (Markovian axrivaJs, Markovian service times with x servers ajid a maximum
of

X

allowed in the system). Steady state probabilities of the niunber of busy trunks,

k, which we denote as

are given by
TTfc =

0^^ fc! - 0
otherwise

^2.1)

with
(2.2)

(See, for example, Kleinrock [45]).
The probability that an arrival is blocked, is the probability that all x servers
( t r u n k s ) a r e b u s y , o r T j .. L e t t i n g a = Xjfj.
TT, = g(a,x) = ^
.
2^fc=o" itT

(2.3)
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This is known as Erlang's B formula. This model of a link wiU show up so frequently
in this literature review that it will be convenient to refer to it as a simple link.
Note that for a simple link with offered traffic a = Xf^j,, the expected number in
the system or carried load is

2.1.6

Link Independence

The performance of a CS network is often measured by the probability pd that a
customer arriving at demand pair d is blocked. In particular we might be interested
in the requirement that
m^{pd} < S,
a

with B a desired maximum blocking probability.
There have been two approaches to determining demand pair blocking probabili
ties. The first approach (Traffic Parcel Method) follows parcels of treiffic as they are
carried from one link to another and overflow from one link to einother. Loss prob
abilities £ire calculated along the way. This type of method is smtable for Eiltemate
hierarchical routed networks and has a relatively long history which is still evolving.
The second approach makes use of the Erlang fixed point approximation which relies
heavily on link independence.
Assuming our process is ergodic and hence has a steady state solution, we could
ccdculate the joint steady state distribution P(ri = rii, r2 = n2, •.. ,rR = Ur) of the
number of calls on each route of the network. Presimaably, this joint distribution
would consider the eqmlibrium behavior of an (possibly) alternate non-hierarchical
router. The probability that a particular demand pair is blocked could be recovered
using
53
(ni,...,nR)eSd

P(ri = ni.ra = 712,...

= TIR),

(2.4)
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where Bd is the set of route loadings such that at least one link of every route r E Rd
is at capacity.
For the case of fixed routing in which every route is offered an independent Poisson

stregim with offered traffic a,, we can write down the simple closed form expression
for the unique steady state distribution, 7r(n), of the number of calls on each route

^(n) = G(x) n ^
reR

n e PM,

(2 5)

with

Gw = ( E n S ) " '
neF(x)p€fl

and F { x ) = { n | ^ n < x} where Aj^ = 1 if link j G r.
The derivation can be found in [15] p.128 and is based on the fact that the bound
ary condition J2ieR ^ji^i —

not chemge the product form of the solution for

the case of infinite servers (which can be considered to be R independent M/M/oo
systems). Unfortunately, the state space is unmanageable so that even for the sim

plest networks exact calctilations are impossible.

Under the link independence assimiption, the calculation of 7r(n)

n 6 Bd, be

comes tractable. It is well appreciated that the approximations of link blocking

probabilities are surprisingly close to those foimd by simulating the model without
the link independence assumption. The approximations of demand pair blockings on
t h e o t h e r h a n d £ ire u s u a l l y n o t a c c u r a t e ( H o l t z m a n [ 3 3 ]).

The Erlang Fixed Point
Resorting to link independence, let Bj denote the probability that link j is blocked.
We approximate the probability that a call requesting route r is lost by
P, = 1 - 11(1 - B j ) .
j6P

(2.7)

Let Or = Ap//x denote the offered load to route r. By approximating B j , the prob

ability that link j is blocked, with Ej the unique solution to the following system
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(refer to (2.3))

r6H

n (l-£?i),x,),
»€r-{y}

(2.8)

we have a computationedly tractable method for computing approximations of the
link blocking probabilities.
This is an example of an Erlang fixed point (EFP) approximation and is solved byrepeated substitution. The rationale behind this approximation depends heavily on
the assimaption that each link operates as its own independent system with Poisson
offered traffic. When Aj> = 1, the stream of rate Or is thinned by a factor 1 — Ei at
each link i 6 r — {j} before being offered to link j. If each of these thinnings could
be assumed to be independent from link to link and over all routes containing link

j, then the traffic offered to link j would be Poisson with the rate given in the first
argument of (2.8).
It has been found that generalizations of the EFP approximation procedure in
volving non-hierarchicaJ routing may not lead to a unique fixed point. This was fixst
observed by Nakagome and Mori [55] zind later studied by Krupp [52]. AnsJyses of
small networks showed that two realizable states are possible; (1) a low net blocking
state in which almost aU calls use the direct route and (2) a congested state in which
a large proportion of calls use longer alternate paths.
Akinpelu [1] enhcmced the mathematical models of Ncikagome and Mori [55] and
Krupp [52] by allowing non-hierarchical alternate routing. This model is a slight
extension of the EFP given here, eind is identical to the model used by Denardo and
Park [16] to calculate the offered loads {ai}i^L iii §2.2. The model was found to fit
simulations of networks designed using the method of Ash et al. [4] very weU. None
of the designed networks displayed instabilities. However, she did find networks not
designed using the methods of Ash et ed that exhibited 2 solutions to her fixed point
model. Her work supported the conclusions of Weber [75], that hieraxchical networks
perform more efficiently under overloads than non-hierarchical networks.
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Kelly [42], starting from (2.8) shows that the analysis of large networks becomes
simpler. SpecificeiUy, he showed that if the size of the network and offered load
are allowed to increase together at the same rate, then for each link j € L, there
axe associated parameters Bj 6 [0,1) such that route loss probabilities are given by
(2.7). Hence it is "as if links block independently.

Calculating Demand Pair Blockings
In this section it is assumed that link blocking probabilities are known. Errors in
demand pair blocking probabihty calculations can be caused by link independence
assumptions. For exaimple, suppose there is common treiffic on links 1 and 2, and
let Ai, A2 be the events common traflBc is blocked on IitiV 1 and link 2, respectively.
Then the probability of being blocked on either link l or link 2 is

P { A i U A2) = P { A i ) + P{A2) - P { A i n A2).

(2.9)

This is often approximated by,

P{A^ U A2) = P{Ai) + P{A2) - P{Ai)P{A2)

(2.10)

P{Ar U A2) = P{Ai) + P{A2).

(2.11)

or

The first approximation is very common, (Akinpelu [1],Kelly [43]), and is often
written P{Ax UA2) = 1 — ni=i(l — •P(-^t))- This is accurate if P{Ai\A2) ~ P(-Ai) or
if both P{Ax n A2) and P{Ai)P{A2) are relatively small. The second approximation
i s accurate if P { A i ) + P{A2) 3> P { A \ n A2).
Take the contrived case of 2 links in series carrying common traffic. Assuming
independence gives

P(AiUA2) = P(Ax)+P(A2)(l - mo)
which overestimates the correct answer, P(Ai).

(2.12)
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Because
P(^x U A2) = P { A i ) + P{A\\A2)P{A2),

(2.13)

and P(Ai) and P[A2) are generally well approximated using fixed point methods,
Holtzmann [33] suggests approximations for P{A\\A2) which improve accuracy con
siderably when dependence is important.
To calculate demand pair blocking, it is usually required that aU routes are com
posed of at most two links. This assures that routes of a demand pair axe disjoint.
Demand pair blocking csin be approximated by taking the product of the route block
ing probabilities.

Traffic Parcel Methods
As described earlier a call in an alternate hierarchical routed network progresses
link by link until a coimection is made. Traffic offered to the direct route may be
blocked, in which case it overflows to the alternate route. Traffic that is offered to
a link that cannot be served is cadled overflow trciffic. Determining demand pair
blocking probabilities is complicated by the analysis of overflow traffic.

The Distribution of Overflow Traffic
Consider the system where a erl. are offered to a group of x servers and the overflow
traffic is offered to an infinite server overflow group. Determining the steady state
joint distribution of the number of busy circmts on both groups requires the solution
of multi-dimensional birth-death processes (See Brockmeyer [8] for a derivation).
Exact solutions for some simple overflow situations axe known (see Syski [70]), but
for practical situations one must resort to approximations.
It is easy to see that the traffic offered to the overflow group is non-Poisson.
During the time the primary group is not capacitated there will be no arrivals to the
overflow group, contrary to the assumptions of Poisson arrivals. In fact, the traffic is
"peaked". That is, there will be more occurrences of large numbers of calls and also
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longer intervals when few or no caJls are present. Peaked traffic requires more trunk
groups at a specified GOS than Poisson traffic. Determining accurate demand pair
blockings requires a meajis of approximating the effect of overflow traffic.
Heffes and Holtzmzin [32] study the peakedness of the traiffic carried by a finite
trunk group with renewal input. Pearce [58] considers loss systems with non-renewal
input. He provides an extensive list of references ajid I will refer the interested reader
to these.

Traffic Parcel Algorithms
Wilkinson's [76] Equivalent Random Method (ERM) is a populeir method for cal
culating the proportion of customers who overflow a c server overflow group when
offered overflow traffic from n independent simple links of capacity

with ran

This is a common overflow situation for networks with hubbing.

dom traffic

Precisely, we want to know the probability that a customer who finds cdl Xi trunks
busy adso finds aJl overflow tnmks busy. This probability is different for each i, but
may be approximated by

where a' is the mean of the traffic overflowing the overflow group and

is the mean

overflow for link i.
Since the n links are assumed to be independent of each other, the mean and
variance,

of the traffic offered to the c server group is
a = Qi + ... + a„,

(2.15)

= al + .-. + a^.

(2.16)

The ERM replaces the n primary groups with a single "equivalent random" pri
mary group (of size N) and a single "equivalent random" primary load (a*) such
that
a = a*£(iV,a'),

(2.17)
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cr^ = a{l-a + ——
).
N + l + a - a'^

(2-18)

^

'

The expressions on the right hand side of (2.17) and (2.18) are the mean and variance
of the overflow traffic for a simple link of size N and random offered traffic a*. System
(2.17) and (2.18) can be solved for a' and N efficiently using the method due to Rapp
[63].
The rationale behind the ERM method is the following. By replacing the n pri
mary groups and their offered loads {aa}7=i

primary group of size N aind

offered load a* such that the overflow moments a cmd

agree, the calculation of

the overflow of the c server group is found by treating the N server and c server
groups £is one group of size N + c with offered traffic a'. Hence, oc' is foimd using

a' = a*S{N + c, a*).
The proportion of all customers blocked on the primary and overflow groups is
approximated by

TT =

a*5(iV + c, a*)
——
.
EJLiOi

Holtzman [34] discusses the accuracy of ERM. He derives the range of blocking
probabilities for renewal streams with the same total overflow mean a and varieince
and concludes that the success of ERM cannot be due solely to the constraints
put on the blockings by fixing a and a"^. He suggests that the "special nature" of the
overflow traffic must be factored in.
Katz [41] discusses ERM and applies it to large communication networks with
alternate routing. Work on extending the method to correlated streams can be found
in Neal [56] and Deschamps [17]. Deschamps, for instance, uses the fact that the
overflow streams of n independent simple links of size {a:i}"=:i with traffic
offered to a single group of primary servers that overflows onto an infinite server
group wiU be correlated. (See Cooper [15]). The mean and variance of the load
Cenxied by the infinite server group can be apportioned into the means,variances and
covariances between individual streams.
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If the Unks of the network can be ordered such that j > i indicates link j receives
traffic (either overflow or carried) from link i, then link blocking probabilities can
be determined with one pass through the network. Otherwise, the procedure must
iterate until convergence.
Girard and Ouimet [26] provide pseudo-code for several polynomial algorithms
for calculating demand pair blocking probabilities for CS networks for some special
caises. Theberge [71] and Chung [14] calculate blocking probabilities in multi-rate
loss networks.

2.2

Dynamic Routing

As previously mentioned, new technology has made it possible to route demand on
the network much more flexibly than before because more routes can be made avail
able for each demand pair and the sequence of routes can depend on the current state
of the network. This has given rise to two streams of research. One stream attempts
to design networks with reasonable performance over a wide variety of demand scensurios, and the other attempts to use demand distributions to design networks to
maximize a performance criterion such as the number of calls on the network. The
former wiU be referred to as flexible routers, the latter zis call maximizing routers. The
most important distinction between these classes is the degree to which routing deci
sions are dependent on accurate knowledge of demand distributions. Call maximizing
routers such as SDR emd RUR (Ranking Unblocked Routes) make routing decisions
that depend heavily on network demand distributions. The routing decisions of flex
ible routers such as DAR (Dynamic Alternate Routing) and DCR (Dynamic Call
Routing), do not depend heavily on demand distributions. These routers were de
signed to respond reeisonably to a wide vjiriety of dememd distributions £uid network
conditions.
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2.2.1

Call Maxiinizing Routers

Most work on the design of call maximizing routers has been approached from the
field of Maxkov Decision Processes. This history starts in 1966 with a direct appli
cation of MDP theory to the routing problem (Benes [7]). However, the huge state
space of the problem so formulated, and the amount of network information required
to make a routing decision render this approach impracticed for rezdistic networks. In
1986, Krishnan and Ott [50] proposed SDR, a method that circumvents the issue of
state space and bases routing decisions using only local network information. This
was achieved mainly through the assumption of link independence. The performance
of this router proved to be superior to that of other routers of the time, however,
networks were discovered in which it performed poorly. It was apparent that the
approximations used in SDR needed to be improved. In particular, it was observed
that Unk costs upon which routing decisions were made, did not t«ike into accovmt
the re-routing of calls on alternate routes. Closely related to their work are papers
by Avila [5] and Chlebus [12]. In 1992, Denardo £m.d Park [16] proposed RUR (Rank
ing Unblocked Routes). In contrast to SDR, this router does not depend on network
load, only on whether a route is blocked or not. This simplification made possible the
exact calculation of offered loads to the links, and the calculation of Hnk- costs which
take into account the sum total of the future effects of re-routing calls on alternate
routes.
In what follows, the development of this stream of research is given in some det«iil,
and the implementation of the routers is described.
2.2.1.1

Early Optimal Routing

The Maxkov decision problem posed by Benes [7] models a routing policy (proto
col) that maximizes
lim —E\ number of routed calls in n events ].
n-K» 71
'

(2.19)
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The network state f = (/i, /2, • • •, /m) with m = number of routes, is the number of
calls on each route of the network. The notation |f | will represent the number of calls
in progress on the network. Let e^- represent the vector with 1 in the j'th element
and zeros otherwise. If a caJl is routed on route j the next state becomes f = f + ey.
If a call on route j terminates, f = f — ey. If a call is rejected the state does not
change. A policy 5 is a rule that prescribes the future of arriving calls. Either the
CciU will be rejected or routed under 5. Benes' policies coidd reject calls even though
there were available routes. Let y(f, k,5) be the next state if an arrival to demand
pair k finds the network in state f and is routed under policy 5.
Under the assumption that the arrival process for requests of connection between
demand pairs is Poisson with rates

and the holding time exponentially dis

tributed with mean 1, the rate at which calls terminate is |f|. For convenience, we
will assume that there are L links in the fully connected network and that some of
those links may have a capacity of zero. In this way we can associate each link to a
demand pair.
Let

denote the network state under policy 5 at the i'th event. The stochastic

process {fjf,i = 0,l,2,...} is a discrete time Markov chain. The transition probabil
ities are derived recognizing that at any given moment, the time to the next event is
given by the

minirrmm

of seversJ exponential random variables. Define,

B{{S) - the set of demand pairs for which calls will be rejected imder routing
policy 6 in state f.
Bf(5) - the set of demand pairs for which calls will not be rejected under
routing policy 5 in state f.
Let f and f be states, then the transition probabilities cire
for f = f
for f = y(f,i,^),

Vj

(2.20)
^

for f' = f - Bj

0

otherwise.

|f|+E.=x^i

Vj
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Benes modeled the above problem as a Markov Decision Problem. The states,
decisions and state transitions have been identified, and we are interested in maxi
mizing the long run rate of routed calls. Policy iteration is applied to this problem
to find the optimal routing policy. This requires the solution of the following system
of equations.
M

Vi = Ci{5) — g + ^2

j=i

^ states i.

(2.21)

Benes identifies

( s:\

S»6^{5)
ifi+Ei.A,'
the probability that the first event to occur starting in state f is a routed call.
-

Notice that for the state space previously defined, the number of states is extremely
large for most realistic problems and therefore it is usually impractical to solve system
(2.21). Limited in this way, Benes applied the method to very smedl problems (i.e.
10 states) in order to discern routing principles.
2.2.1.2

State Dependent Routing

State Dependent Routing by Krishnan and Ott [50] rests on the same foimdation as
the model proposed by Benes, but attempts to circiunvent the curse of dimensionality
faced in the solution of (2.21), by approximating the CS network of interest with one
composed of independent simple links. In this way the relative costs, Vi, can be
approximated for each network state as the sum of the relative costs of the individual
links and system (2.21) does not need to be solved. The relative costs so derived are
aissmned to be "optimal", hence policy improvement is found as a reduction in the
quantity g in system (2.21).
In contrast to Benes' model, the state space is slightly reduced by defining the state
to be the vector of link loads n = (ni,n2,. •. ,ni). When a call requests cormection
for demand peiir k, the call is either routed or rejected. If the call is rejected then the
state does not change, otherwise the next state is given by the function y(n, k,S). If
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this corresponds to routing the call on r = {i, j} then both rii and Uj are incremented.
Note however, that once this call has been routed, it then behaves as if it were two
calls, one on link i and the other on link- j. A call termination on link i corresponds
to a service completion on the simple link i. In this case rii is decremented.
Krishnan and Ott make use of the fact that if all traffic is direct routed traffic,
the relative costs can be derived . The quantity

A<(,.) = K...- K. =

(2.22)

is the expected increase in the number of calls blocked when link i starts with rii + 1
busy circuits rather than rii busy circuits. This is identified as the cost of placing one
call on link i.
In order to derive (2.22) we will drop the subscript i eind assimie that /x = 1.
Note that a start from state n corresponds to a delayed start from state n + 1. The
additional calls that are blocked starting in state n + 1 rather than state n, are those
that are blocked during the time it takes to transition from state n to state n + 1.
Let Mn be the expected number of call arrivals in an interval of length equal to the
mecin first - passage time from state n to state n + 1. Then the expected number of
additional calls blocked is

A„ = M„5(x,a).

(2.23)

Observe that with probabiUty a/(a + n) the link goes into state u + 1 with just one
arrival, and with probability n/(a + n) the link goes into state n — 1 requiring on
average

+ M„] arrivals to get to state n+1. Therefore we can write

0.

n

* 1 + -4-[A^n-l + Mn].
Q + 71

Krishnan and Ott show that

S{n,ay
so that substitution of (2.24) into (2.23) gives (2.22).
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Setting Vo = 0 gives the relative cost for link i
= £(i„ at)
cind

nt = 1, ...li,

(2.25)

by summing over links, the relative cost of network state n
(2.26)

where

are the offered loads to the links.

The case of direct routed traffic corresponds to a system consisting of L inde
pendent simple links with offered loads
{^}^i

Krishnan and Ott use offered loeids

result from the fixed routing scheme that minimizes the non-linear pro

gram in [49]. That is, routing probabilities a are found to minimize overall network
blocking. From these routing probabihties the offered loads {oiljLi are calculated.
The relative costs proposed above are not re-evaluated under new policies. They
sure estimates of the relative costs under ein optimal fixed routing strategy and there
fore are approximations of the relative costs imder <5*, the optimal policy. The idea is
that a policy improvement step can be taken with respect to these "optimal" relative
costs.

Derivation of the SDR Routing Rule
The transition probabilities Pij{5) and the cost of a network state are almost
identical to those of Benes. The cost of a network state is the reject rate given by

The term 2IjPij(5)Vy in (2.21) becomes,

^
Y"

n-

Y

+

Y"
H y-L

\

V
A

•

(2-28)
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The ratio in each term is, respectively, the probability a call terminates on link j prior
to any other event, the probability a call arrives at node-pair i and is blocked prior
to any other event, and the probability a call arrives at node-pair i and is routed.
System (2.21) can then be written as

+\)

.=1

i=i

+ Ai)

Since the relative costs eire treated as approximations to the optimal relative costs,
updating them is not necessary. Hence any change in policy that decreases 5 is an
improved policy. By factoring out the term Y,i=ii''h + '^)) substituting (2.27) for
CaiS) ajid rearranging, we get

9 = FTi^-rrrt E -^< + E
i6Ba(<S)
»=1

-1'.) + E
«=1

- K)). (2.30)

Thus given the Kq's already calculated, we would like to find a policy S that minimizes

g. This is equivalent to minimizing
OniS)=

E A, + EA,(V;(n,.-,)-Kx)).

ieSn(«)

(2.31)

»=i

because the other terms in (2.30) are constant. We can write (2.31) as
E

- V„ - 1)

(2.32)

which is separable in the links, so that improvement can occur by improving the
summands individually. Let V* = mini{V^(n,,-,^)} with r* the route that achieves V*,
then the price of the lowest cost route of the demaind pzur is

C = v; -V„ = mm{j: Ai(ni)}.
*€r

If C* < 1, 9n(S) will be reduced, hence the call should be routed on r*. Otherwise
the call should be rejected.
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2.2.1.3

Ranking Unblocked Routes (RUR)

Denardo and Paxk [16] alter the approach of Krishnan and Ott by deriving link
costs that only depend on whether a link is blocked or unblocked rather than on the
current level of network congestion. Although their decisions eire bsised on less state
information, they gain the ability to (1) calculate

exactly and (2) determine

the correct expression for the cost of a link (under the model assumptions).
It is interesting to note that Krishnan and Ott [51] observed that SDR over
estimated the cost of assigning calls to links. SDR link costs are correct imder link
independence and the asstimption a call offered to a blocked route is lost - which
is the caise under the fixed routing scheme by which the offered loads {ai}^i were
fotmd. However, under SDR a Ccill has giccess to all of its admissable routes so that
a blocked route does not necessarily amount to call loss. Krishnan and Ott proposed
a modification to the link costs which reduces the cost Aj(ni), by Ai(n,)0 where 0 is
an estimate of the fraction of traflBc on link i that can be re-routed. This is known
as SDR "Forward Looking" (SDRFL).

Solving a Fixed Point Equation
RUR is based on the same model assumptions as SDR, however, the goal is to
find cin optimal routing policy J, that specifies for each demand pair a sequence of
routes to be attempted. The call is routed on the first available unblocked route of
the sequence. By fixing a policy, the link offered loads
These calculations axe made by assuming the

can be calculated.

are known in order to derive

a fixed point equation a = /"^(a) where a = (ci, 02,..., a^^). The following sequence
derives the fixed point equation.
1. P { T ) - the probability route r is unblocked.
Pir) =
«€r
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2. O (rt) - the offer probability to route

the fc'th route imder policy 5. (

0'(1) = 1).
= O'(r0(l - P(rO).
3. a,(r) - the oflFered load to link i due to route r.

Oiir) =
Where a(r) is the demzind pair serviced by route r.
4. Oi - the oflFered load to link i. Let Hi be the set of routes that use link z, then

= E) at(r).
r^Ri
5. Define,

reJti
The vector a is found by successive apprcxiniation, so that the fc'th iterate

is

a*' =

Calculating Link Costs
Toward determining link costs, we define a call that passes link i to be a call oflfered
to a route in which link i is blocked and aJl other Hnlfs of the route are unblocked.
Also, let r <s s indicate that route r precedes route s under policy S. Denardo and
Park point out that under policy 5 a call that is routed on a route containing
i,

has a direct eflfect of increasing the number of calls that pass

link

link

i. Of those

calls that will pass link i there axe two possible futures. Either all subsequent routes
under delta are blocked, in which case the call is rejected or the call is routed on a
subsequent alternate route. If the call is routed on an alternate route that contains
link y, there will be a direct eflfect of increasing the number of calls that pass link j.
Of those that pass link j there are two possible futures ... and so on. The eflfect of
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cLssigning one call to a link, therefore, has effects that last fair into the future and over
much of the network. If we define the cost of link i, C,-, to be the average increase in
the number of calls rejected by the policy due to the assignment of 1 call to link i,
then the infinite regress mentioned above can be accounted for eind exact link costs
foimd. Toward determining these link costs we define the following.
1. Ei{ni) - expected value of the increase in the number of calls that pass link i
due to the assignment of one call to link i. (Krishnan and Ott's link costs).

2. Ei - the average expected increase in the number of calls that pass link i due
to the assignment of one call to link i given Hi < x,-.

Ei = E[Ei{ni)\ni < Xi].
Where n,- is the random variable denoting the number of calls on link i.
3. Pi{ r ) - the probability a call that passes link i has been offered to route r and
is rejected.
air) = ^ n (1 - -PW)Since the call passes link i, link i must be blocked. Hence, the rate at which
calls pass link i is a,-. The first term therefore, is the probabiHty a call passing
link i was offered to route r. The second term is the probability all subsequent
routes axe blocked.
4. fii - the probabihty a call that peisses link i is rejected.
ft = E ftMr&Ri
Where Ri is the set of routes that use link i.
5.

- the probability a call that passes link i has been offered to route r and
is re-routed on route s.
•ti.{r)=^P(s)
^

n
t-.T<st<s»

(1-PW)-
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6- 7ty - the probability a caJl that passes link i is re-routed on a route containing
link j .

la

IT
(r.«)G5

where S = {(r, s ) : r ^ R i , s ^ R j , r < s s}.
7. Ti - the average number of calls that pass HnV i due to the assignment of 1 call
to link i that are rejected.

Ti

=

Ei0i.

8. Fij- - the average number of calls that pass link i due to the assignment of 1 call
t o link i that cire reassigned t o routes containing link j .

Tij = E a i j .
Let

Ri = the number of rejections due to 1 call passing link i,
D = the event the call was directly rejected and
I j = the event the call was re-routed on a route containing link j .

Then
S[iei| = E [ I U \ D ] P { D ) + Y . E \ I U \ I i \ P ( I i )

(2.33)

J

= X*l3, + Y_Ci-yti.

(2.34)

3

For E i such calls passing Unk i we get
Ci = EiPi + ^ Ei'^ijCj.
J

Notice that the cost of link i does not depend on network congestion as it did in both
SDR £ind the routing method of Benes. In fact, because of the use of Ei rather than
Ei{ni) the costs are simply a complicated function of a which in turn is a function of
the policy 5.
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In matrix notation this can be written cis

C = T + TC.
By repeated substitution this becomes

c = [i + r + . . .+

+ r*c,

Assuming F*' ^ 0 as A: —> oo then

c = [ i - r]-V.
By link independence the price of a route c(r) is given by

c(r) =
*€r

which is the expectation of the increase in the number of rejected calls due to the
assignment of one caU to route r given that route r is imblocked. (A route that is

unblocked is one with aU of its links unblocked.)
It can be shown that routing a single call on the lowest priced imblocked route
minimizes the expected number of future calls that are rejected. This implies that
a policy that does not rank unblocked routes by price cannot be optimal (because
one caU could be routed according to price and reduce the reject rate). Calls should
not be routed on routes with c(r) > 1 because in that case more than 1 call will be
rejected on average due to the routing of the call.

Cyclic Policies and Policy Iteration Heuristic
It was found in numerical computations that it can occur that two routes have the
same price. This led to the need to consider cyclic policies whereby the demand is
spread over meuay policies. For example, for a cyclic policy composed of two policies
((5i,52)j the first call would be routed under policy 1, the second imder policy 2
and the third under policy 1 and so forth. It can be shown that there exists an
optimal cyclic policy 7r(a) and vector of link oflfered loads a that satisfy the fixed
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point equation a =

However, there is also the possibility of multiple fixed

points in this case so that there may be no optimal cyclic poUcy associated with a
particular solution to the fixed point equation.
Denardo and Pairk propose a method to find an approximation to the optimal
cyclic policy by cycling through W policies. The idea is to slowly move from a
known optimal solution (the direct routed case) to the case of interest (considering
aJl routes of the demand pairs). The method is initialized by allowing only direct
routes so that a = A is known. The initial W policies Jq are direct routing policies
only. The price of each route c(r) is calculated and multi-link routes are ranked
eiccording to price to get poUcy ^i. The traffic is shared so that 1/W of the traflBc is
offered to this policy and (W — \)/W is offered to the other policies

At the next

iteration the offered loads to the links a are updated, by successive approximation
under the assumption trafioic is shared over the two policies. New prices are fotmd
and routes are ranked to get policy ^2- Now 1/W of the trziffic is offered to (Ji, 1/W
to 82 and the remaining to SQ. And so forth. The process continues until convergence
of the vector of offered loads a. Although a* Vfc, always satisfies the fixed point
equation there is no guarantee that the fixed point corresponds to the point required
for the optimal cyclic policy.
2.2.2

Flexible Routers

In this section DAR and DCR will be discussed as examples of flexible routers
for two reasons. (1) Both these routers are well known and currently in use (DAR
in Britain and DCR in Canada) and (2) work has been done on the dimensioning of
networks under these routers.
2.2.2.1

Dynamic Alternative Routing (DAR)

The dynamic alternative routing scheme of Gibbens and Kelly [23] operates as
follows. Calls are routed on the direct route (i, j). If it is blocked, the call is routed
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on the 2 link alternate route (i, A;, j). If the 2

link

alternate is blocked, the call

is lost eind another alternate is chosen by randomly selecting a node from the set

— {i,j}. The alternate route is re-selected only when a call is blocked
on the current alternate route. The router is simple enough that an approximate
analysis of the system is possible using an Erlang fixed point approximation.
Gibbens and Kelly state that the most important advantage of a dynamic router
is its abUity to cope with varying and uncertain oflfered traffic conditions. DAR was
tested under the wide variety of oflfered traffic
A = a Ai + (1 — q) A2 with a 6 [0,1],
where A^ is a vector of demand pair arrival rates. A comparison was made to the most
sensible (based on traffic patterns) alternate routing (AAR) and fixed routing (FR)
in which direct routes only were allowed. AAR and DAR had nearly identical zind
consistent performance across ciU traffic, whereas fixed routing suffered tremendously
once treiflfic patterns no longer matched the capeicities of the direct links.
2.2.2.2

Dynamic Call Routing (DCR)

DCR is an adaptive router that has been implemented in the Telecom Ceinada
Network after successful trials with the Toronto Metropolitan Network. (See Cameron
[10]). This scheme tries to route traffic on routes with the most spare capacity. New
calls are first oflfered to the direct link. If the direct route is blocked, it is oflfered to
a single two Unk altemate route. If the call is blocked on this route it is lost. The
alternate path selection can be deterministic or probabilistic. A linear extrapolation
is used to estimate the spare capacity fij{t + r) on link {i,j) at time r from now. Let
dij(i) = an estimate of the call arrival rate to link (f, j) at time t,
l//i = an estimate of the average call holding time,
A = the update cycle time,
nij( t ) = the number of busy trunks of Unk (i, j) at time t .
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M = the actual number of calls offered to the group during the last inter
val A.
Define,

Oij = aaij {t — A) + (1 — a)M//\.
Then

fijii + r ) = max{0,xij - nij(t) - T{a^j{t) - nij{t)p.)}.
The detenninistic version routes on the path with the greatest estimated spare ca
pacity at time t-l-A. The probabilistic version determines the probability an overflow
call of demand pair {i,j) is routed on route k using

k ..X ^

+ A), fkjjt + A)}

The cinalysis of DCR relies on the baisic assumption that given stationary inputs
the fij and hence
link

have well defined average values. Let a,j be the offered load to

then

fij ~ ^ i j
where

cuij
is the carried load on link

—

^(,Xij, dij)"),

The steady state behavior of this router Ccin be

modeled by approximating load sharing probabilities.

Recent work related to dynamic call routing can be found in [36, 64]
2.2.3

Dynamic Routing Design Principles

It is well established in the literature that practical dynamic routers should be
simple, decentrahzed, use at most 2 links for a route if possible and employ trunk

reservation. DAR is an excellent example employing all of the above. Decentral
ization is the idea that a node of the network can mzike good routing choices based
on local information without having to know the entire network state. DAR only
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requires knowledge of whether the alternate route is blocked or not. Other schemes
such as SDR require knowledge of the state of cdl links of cdl routes of the demand
pair of the arriving call. This is decentralized, but obviously not to the degree of
DAR. It is suggested that modem networks be designed so that at most 2 links are
required for einy route. Placing calls on routes with more than 2 links steals capac
ity from direct routed calls but without a compensating gain in routing flexibility.
Finsilly, trunk reservation is the idea that n units of capacity of link i be reserved
for direct routed traffic only. This restricts the use of multilink alternative routes
during overload conditions. Most dynamic routers do not respond well to overload
situations (this includes the routers discussed in this section) and trunk reservation is
employed to maintain performance imder such conditons. This is a well appreciated
strategy dating from the 1960's. Discussions of this issue are provided by Weber [75],
Grandjean [30], Akinpelu [1] and Reiman [66].
2.3

Sizing Methods

The sizing problem is invariably formulated as a non-linesir program due to the
non-linear relation between x and both a and p (GOS constraint) when modeling with
Erlang's loss formula £(a, x). Exceptions are Cameron [9], Kalaba and Juncosa [40]
and Sen, Doverspike and Cosares [67]. Kedaba and Juncosa formulate deterministic
linear programs and make an attempt at including randonmess in linear program
ming. The remaining references formulate the problem as a stochastic linear program.
For the Erleing models the objective function typically involves minimization of net
work cost as in Ash, Cardwell and Murray [4], Eisner [21], Pioro and Wallstrom [59]
and Truitt [73], or maximization of network revenue as in ChiflBlet and Lansard [11]
and Tibas and Lebourges[72] or maximization of network profit as in Girard and Liau
[24]. Most methods include a GOS constraint; either directly as explicit constraints
in the program, or indirectly such as through 7 in Truitt's method, as adjustments to
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the revenue matrix when using implied costs, or within a laxger iterative procedure
as in Ash, Caxdwell and Murray [4].
Apart from objective functions and inclusion of GOS constraints, sizing methods
differ in the mathematical model of the network that is used and the particular routing
strategy under consideration- whether it be fixed, hierarchical, state dependent or
time dependent. Slight variation from model to model gives rise to tremendous
variation in solution method. Of course standzird NLP methods will be used in some
form, but advantage will be taken of the particular formulation. In this section a
sample of a variety of attempts at the sizing problem will be given focussing on the
main ideas used.
2.3.1

Classic Deternunistic Sizing

The paper by Kalaba and Jomcosa [40] describes three large scale linear pro
gramming models related to problems in telephony. The first model, the "Optimal
Routing Problem" maximizes the flow on the network subject to demcind, capacity,
and switching constraints. The demaoad for a demand pair is a number representing
imits of resource that must be routed on the network between those demand pairs.
The formulation allowed for all two-link alternate routes.
The second model, the "Optimal Design Problem", finds the minimztl cost system
capable of providing a specified grade of service. Their formulation finds link capac
ities and routing patterns subject to demcind constraints.
The grade of service constraint states that the ratio of calls routed to total number of
originated calls must exceed p, where p G (0,1] is a specified constant. An alternative
model maximizes a network performcmce measure subject to a fixed budget.
The third linear program attempts to model the uncertainty in the demand. The
program minimizes link capacity costs plus switching costs subject to demajid, link
capacity and switching capacity constraints for each outcome m = 1,..., M of the
demand. The grade of service constraint can be formulated as either an expectation
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or a probability constraint. In the formal model presented, the grade of service
constraint is formulated eis am. expectation. Let,
aj* - the demand for demand pair d under outcome m.
nJT - the decision variable denoting the nimiber of calls routed on route r
under outcome m.
- the probability of outcome m,
then the GOS constraint is
E P'"( E < / E <^7) > 9m
reR
d^D
The above models are large scale linear programs and require specialized solution
techniques. Gomory and Hu [27, 28, 29] present efficient algorithms for solving two
problems: calculating maximal flows for a given set of

link

capacities and finding the

minimal cost network that satisfies given flow requirements where the link costs are
arbitrsiry and the flow requirements depend on time.
According to Kortzinek, Lee and Pollack [46] the deterministic formulations have
been used in network design in delineating the sequence of routes used to define
network hierarchies. They explain that once the routes are established, determining
link sizes can be undertaken using a combination of the probabilistic sizing methods.
2.3.2

Economic Sizing: Moe's Principle

Eeirly work with the probabilistic approach focussed on trunk group economics,
the bsisis of which is Moe's Principle (See Syski [70]).
Moe's Principle can be stated as:

provide an extra unit of link capacity if the expected gain in revenue due
to its addition exceeds its cost.
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Consider a single simple link. The change in carried load due to the addition of
an extra imit of capacity is

F { a , x ) = a[(l — £(a,z + 1)) - ( 1 - £ ( a , x))]
= a[£(a, x) — £(a, X + 1)].

(2.35)

Letting w be the expected revenue per unit carried load, then the gain in revenue is

wF{a^x).

(2.36)

Let the cost of a single trunk be c. So while the gain in revenue due to the addition of
an extra unit of link capacity exceeds the cost in providing that capacity, we should
increase the link capacity. In other words, find x such that

ujF{a, X + 1) < c < u}F{a, x).

(2.37)

Normeilly, Moe's principle cannot be applied as the sole method for optimization
of a network because there is the possibility that economics aJone could lead to very
poor GOS. Therefore methods that use this economic principle usually require

£{a,x)<B

(2.38)

EqTiivalently, Moe's Principle can be written as the following Non-Linear Program.

aw

max
Z

s/t

— cx

a = a(l —f(a,x)),
X

> 0

X

(2.39)

integer .

Allowing X to be real valued and using S { a , x ) the continuous version of 5(a,x)
(Syski p. 497), we can substitute (2.39) for a in the objective function and take the
derivative w.r.t. x to find the maximum
c =

dE\a, x]
-wadx
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the continuous equivalent of rule (2.37).

A Modem Example
Moe's Principle has been recently applied in the work of Girard and Liau [24] who
have proposed a method for sizing a network that uses a dynamic router known as
Djmamic Call Routing (DCR). This is the ctirrent routing technique in the Telecom
Csinada network. Their problem was to determine good network designs given that
the routing decisions were made under DCR. The approach was to design another
router (LSAR - Load Sharing amd Alternate Routing) that coiild approximate the
steady state behavior of DCR and be incorporated into a non-linear program that
could optimally size the network.
LSAR randomly splits the eirrival stream of demand pair d into substreams using
split probabilities {load sharing coefficients) {ard}r&R^- This is the "Load Sharing"
aspect of the router. A substream first offers the caU to the direct route. If the direct
route is blocked, the call is then offered to the particular two-link alternate route
that corresponds to the substream. If the alternate is blocked, the call is lost. This
is the "Alternate Routing" aspect of the router.
The NLP model simultaneously optimizes the load sharing coefficients a and link
capacities x in order to maximize the net value of the network. Note that this is a
common general scheme. (For another example of a very similar approach see Pioro
[59]). In the program below, the function / is a complicated non-linesu: function of

E and a for demand pair blocking under the assimiption of link independence.
max

tWrOr

— ^CiXi
ieL

s/t

/(£?, a ) < B'^ WeD,

(2.40)

Ei = S{ai,Xi) \/ieL,

(2.41)

Or = 0 , ( 1 1 ( 1 V r e i Z ,

(2.42)

»er
=

reRd

1

WeD,

(2.43)
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dij > 0 ,

Xi > 0.

The objective represents the profit generated by the network. The parameter c is
the cost per unit link capacity and w is the revenue generated per unit carried load.
The carried load ^ is a known function of the decision vaxiables.
Constraint (2.40) specifies the maximum loss probabilities

for each demand

pair. Constraint (2.41) states that the blocking probabihty of each link must satisfy
the erlaJig fixed point system. The offered load to

i, Oj, is a known function of the

decision variables. Constraint (2.43) simply states that the load sharing coefficients
must sum to 1 for each demand pair.
2.3.3

Truitt's Method

A common method to size hierarchical networks is due to Truitt [73]. The idea is
to increase the capacity of the direct route as long as the cost per unit carried load
of the direct route is less than the cost per unit carried load of the alternate route.
Once the direct tnmk group has been sized, extra trunks for the alternate route
are determined by calculating the overflow from the direct route - which under the
sissmnption will be cheaper than increasing the direct route.
Let Cj, Xi,ai

i = 1,2, be the cost per unit liiik capacity, link capacity and Poisson

offered load to the direct route and alternate route respectively. The overflow traffic
offered from the direct route is a = ai£{ai,xi) and the carried load on the sdtemate
route is

02 = (a2 + Q:)(l - B),

(2.44)

where B is the desired probability of blocking on the alternate route. Constant
blocking requires

B = £(a2 + a , 12),
= £(02/(1-s), 12)-

(2.45)
(2.46)
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Increasing X2 by one unit of capacity gives

B = £((52 + Aa2)/(1 - B),X2 + 1).

(2.47)

Hence, Aa2 = 7(^1,2:2), is in fact a function of Xx and X2- The change in carried load
on the direct link due to an additioned unit of capacity is
F(ai,xi) = 01(5(01,xi) - £(ai,xi + 1)).

(2.48)

Hence, Truitt's sizing rule, assuming 7 is consteint, is the following. While

^(ai.iCi)

<

7

(2.49)

increase xi. In other words, while the cost per unit carried load of the direct route
going from a capacity of Xi to

+1 is less than or equal to the cost per unit carried

load of the alternate route going from a capacity of X2 to X2 +1, increase the capacity
of the direct route Unk.

An Improvement on Truitt's Method
Pratt [62], developed an adgorithm for sizing alternate hierarchical networks by
combining Wilkinson's ERM (§2.1.6) with Truitt's ideas. Instead of assuming that
7

is constant, however, he proposed jin iterative algorithm that converges on the

correct 7's. Notice that overflow traffic a is non-Poisson. Hence, ERM can be used
to better approximate traffic blocking on the alternate route. Also, if the alternate
route handles overflow from n direct trunk groups, the use of ERM will improve the
accuracy of determining alternate trunk group sizes. An outline of the algorithm is
given below.
1.

Pick

7.

2. Find the greatest Xi such that (2.49) holds. (7,01 ,ci and C2 are fixed).
3. Calculate means zind variances of all overflow traffic from the direct groups.
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4. Calculate the total traffic offered to the alternate route using

Ct = OCi + . . . + OCn + fl2i

(2.50)

cr^ = a\ + ... + a^ +a^.

(2.51)

5. Apply Willdnson's ERM to get a* and N such that
a = a'S{a\N),
£7^ =

(2.52)

-).
N ^l+a-a*'

^

(2.53)
'

6. Find x i such that S { a ' ^ N + X2) = B .
7. Find a new value for 7 using the relation,
B = 5(02/(1-B),X2).
That is, with B and X2 fixed, find
determine 7 =
8.

Repeat from

2

—

aa

=

(2.54)

0.2. Then with X2 <— X2 + I find aj to

Aa2.

until 7 converges.

Truitt's Method Applied to Multihour Sizing
In 1977, Eisner [21] improved on the method of Eisenberg [20] to apply Truitt's
method to the problem of multihour sizing. A cheaper network can be constructed
if one takes into accoimt that busy hours for demand pairs do not coincide. Ignoring
switching costs and limiting our view to a direct group with an alternate route,
Eisner's cost function is essentieiUy the following.

C [ x ) = CdXd +

m^(a^^ + a^),

(2.55)

'^alt
where H is the set of busy hours. The parameters cj,

are the costs per unit

capacity of the direct group d and the adtemate route respectively,
traffic from the direct group in hour h and

is the overflow

is the traffic offered to the alternate

route in hour h. The marginal capacity 7^^^ is assiuned known. Notice that for
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the case |i7| = 1, taking the derivative of C { x ) with respect to x and setting to
zero gives Tniitt's sizing rule. The max function should be a function of the carried

load. However, if the constant blocking probability B is small the offered load is
approximately equal to the carried load.
By rewriting the cost function, a feasible descent direction can be found from the
solution of a linezir program and used to minimize the above cost function. This
method was compared to a common multihour sizing technique known as "cluster
busy-hoiir" engineering and savings of approximately 12% were realized.
2.3.4

Kelly's Implied Costs

Tibas [72] made use of Kelly's "implied costs" [43], to find link capacities that
maudmize network revenue. Recall that for the fixed route case where Or is the
axrival rate of Poisson traffic to route r we could find unique Ei corresponding to link
blocking probabilities to satisfy,
B, =

n

rSH

(2-56)

iei—{j}

£ind by assuming link independence once more, route loss probabilities
P, = 1 - n(l - Ej).
jSr

(2.57)

The carried load on route r is
a. = a,n(l-^<)-

(2-58)

t€r

Therefore the revenue generated by the network can be expressed as
W{a;x) = YlwT^reR

(2-59)

Let Pi be the traffic offered to link i, given by
Pi = E

n (1 - ®i).

(2-60)
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and define
(2.61)

H = f(Pi, li - 1) - ^(ft. 2:i).
Kelly shows that the "implied costs"
9i = rii{l - E i ) ^ [ 5 1 Oriwr r:ier

X!

^i)]'

(2.62)

have the following properties
(2.63)
(2.64)
jer-{j}

The result (2.63) requires extending the definition of S ( a , x ) to non-integral values
by linear interpolation, and defining the derivative to be the left derivative.
Relation (2.63) shows that gi measures the sensitivity of the revenue to the capacity
of link i ("shadow prices"). Relation (2.64) Kelly interprets as; " an additional call
offered to route r will be accepted with probability 1 — Pr; if accepted it will earn Wr
directly, but at a cost

for each Hnlc i E r". The costs measure the effects of the

other routes of the network due to routing the call. KeUy extends these ideas to the
case of alternate routing and uses modifications of (2.62) to design a decentralized
router. Tibas uses modifications to size the network. A simple algorithm is the
following.
1. For a given

and x*', calculate E , P , d , p and
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using (2.56),(2.57), (2.58),

(2.60) and (2.61) respectively.
2. Solve the linear system (2.62) to get g ( a , x ' ' ) = s j W { a ] x ' ' ) , where g ( a , x ' ' ) is
the vector of implied costs imder offered load a and with network link capacity

3. Find

= x* + cc''g{a, x*).
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4. Repeat from 1 until ^i(a, x'' — Ci) > Ci> gi(a,

+ Cj) where c = (ci,..., c^,) is

the cost of an additional link.
Step 4 tests for optimeJity. If the rate of revenue generation at

+ e,- exceeds the

cost, Ci, of including the extra unit of capacity for any link i, or the rate of revenue
generation at x'' —

does not exceed the cost of an additional unit of capacity to

any link i, then we axe not optimal.
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CHAPTER 3
Model and Algorithm

3.1

Introduction

The telecommunications network model of this dissertation is relevant to the de
sign of DCS-switched networks capable of carrying broadbcind traffic such as data
and video transmission. The traiffic of these networks is such that the length of time
bandwidth is held by a ciistomer is long with respect to the changing distribution
of requests for connection. Models that rely on steady state assumptions may not
provide useful approximations of network behavior. Therefore, the model presented
here directly captures the network connect/disconnect activity through time to some
horizon T. Sizing and routing decisions are both recovered from the solution, and are
based on maximizing the revenue generated by the network traffic.
The proposed model is a multistage stochastic linear program with structural
properties that render it aimenable to decomposition. An approximation is developed
based on the ideas of Powell and Cheimg [60].
In this chapter the stage is set by presenting 2 formulations of a multistage stochas
tic linear programming model of the telecommunications sizing problem. A discus
sion of Network Recoiu'se Decomposition provides backgroimd information for the
development of the specialized solution algorithm which makes use of the second
formulation.
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3.2
3.2.1

Multistage Linear Programmming Models
Introduction

In this section two formulations of the same network sizing problem are presented
and later shown to be identical. The path flow formulation is presented first because
it is more easily seen as related to the telecommunications network sizing problem.
The paths are the routes of the telecommunications network. An important decision
of the path flow formulation is the number of calls to place on route j. This gives
rise to a set of decision variables y^. Although the second formulation (network
flow) models the same problem, it takes a slightly altered perspective. Rather than
determining the nimiber of calls to place on each route j, the second formulation
determines, for each link i, the capacity of link i that should be devoted to carrying
calls on route j, for routes j that use link i. Hence, this formulation gives rise to a set
of variables, yij, representing the amount of capeicity of link i that will be devoted to
Ccirrying calls of route j. Decision veiriable yij can be interpreted as a flow on an arc
coimecting node i to node j. We will see that arc (i,y) has a random arc capacity.
Hence this formulation gives rise to a dynamic network with random arc capacities
(DNRAC) that can be decomposed by its network structure.
3.2.2

Path-flow Formulation

The network sizing problem has been formulated as a miiltistage stochastic linear
program. The main idea behind the formulation is to mimic the operation of a
simulation of the network. Time is divided up into equal intervals of length At such
that the time between the t'th eind t + I'st stage is At. The last stage is denoted T.
Let us pick up the operation of the network at the t'th stage, which corresponds
to the £'th recourse function of the program. At the staxt of stage t the network is in
state S* = (Sj^,sjj), where
and

is the vector of residual (spare) capacity of each link-

is the vector of the number of calls in progress on eeich route. During time At,
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a Tcuidoni number of calls, 5*, may terminate on the network, cind a random number
of requests for connection, d', may occtir. The variable 6^ is a function of 5^, the
niunber of calls on the network at the start of the fth stage. The random variable
d*, is typically modeled with a Poisson distribution with meaxi A'At. The recourse
program routes the requests for connection in such a manner that the number of
calls routed in stage t plus the expected number of calls routed in futture stages is
maximized. A return can be associated with each call routed during stage t. In this
case, calls are routed in order to maximize the stage t return plus expected future
return. The zero'th stage of the program decides on initial link capacities x such
that the expected nimaber of routed calls over all stages is greatest. Thus, stage 0
addresses the sizing problem, while the remaining stages address the routing issue.

Notation
Qi = the cost per unit of capacity added to link i.
Cj = the return due to one call on route j during stage t.

b = the budget.
= the vector of the nimiber of CciUs on each route at the start of
stage t.

Si = the vector of residual capacity of each link at the start of stage t.
5' = (5^, S j i ) = network state at the start of stage t .
Qj = a random variable representing the number of requests for connection
for demand pair d during stage t.
5 j = & random variable representing the number of calls terminating o n
route j during stage t.
yj = the number of calls routed on route j during stage t.
Vj = the number of calls terminated on route j during stage t.
Aij = 1 if link i E j, 0 else, {j is a route).
Rd = the set of routes of demand pair d.
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D = the set of demand pairs.
Formulation
{MSLPl)

E[h\S\, a ^
< b,
6.

s/t

(3-1)

i&L
X-

Si

—

(3.2)

AS^

S , x > 0.
The fth recourse function is given by
h,'(S',a\5')=m^ c^S +
s/t

(-R-Pl)

{§-!/)+5^ = 5*/',

(3.3)

S\.-A(y-v) = 5^'.

(3-4)

ESi S oS
i€Rd
y =

VdeD,

f,

y,y,s'g'-,s'^^ > 0.
for t = 1,..., T, and

= 0.

Constraints
A description of the constraints in model MSLPl follows.
(3.1) toted link costs must not exceed budget.
(3.2) link capacity minus residual link capacity equeds link load.
(3.3) the net mmiber of calls routed on a route (nimiber of calls routed
minus number of calls terminated) plus the number of calls currently
on the route equals the nimiber of calls on the route at the start of
the next stage.
(3.4) current residual capacity on a link less the net number of calls routed
on that link equals the residual capacity of the next stage.

(3.5)
(3.6)
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(3.5) the total number of calls routed on routes of demand pair d must
not exceed the number of requests for connection of demand pair d.
(3.6) the number of calls removed from a route must equal the number of
terminations on that route.
For networks with more than just a few nodes, the problem formulated above
is very large. As previously mentioned, there are very few algorithms available to
solve multistage stochastic programs and moreover, even fewer that can solve such a
large problem. However, the problem can be reformulated as a network flow problem
with a network structure simple enough to apply the method of Network Recourse
Decomposition. In this way an approximation to the solution csin be found.
3.2.3

Network Flow Formulation with Side Constrednts

The network flow formulation is based on determining, for each link i € L, the
remaining, or residucd, capacity of link i that should be devoted to carrying calls on
route j € R, for each route j such that i 6 j. Since route j may be composed of
several links, we can uniquely identify route j such that i £ j using a "route/link"
combination q = (i,y) e BI- The set R' will be referred to as the set of "route"
n o d e s . T h e link- a n d r o u t e a s s o c i a t e d w i t h q a r e d e n o t e d respectively l{q) a n d T{q).
This formulation gives rise to a set of variables y,-, representing the amount of
residual capacity of link i at the start of stage i, that will be devoted to carrying
calls for route r(g). However, in this revised formulation, it is necessary to consider
the flow as being allocated to q. Decision variable i/jq is interpreted as a flow on an
arc connecting node i to node q. Arc (z, q) has a random arc capacity because the
amovmt of capacity that flows on that arc cannot exceed the number of requests for
coimection of the demand pair associated with r(q). The following summeirizes the
notation for the network flow formulation.
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Notation
Define the set of nodes of the network flow problem,

N = B!\JL,
where L is the set of links and

R ' = {(z,r)|2 e L , r £ R , i E r}.
We define the set of stage t "route" nodes,

= Rf

Vt,

the set of stage t link nodes
L' = L

Vt,

coid the entire set of stage t nodes
iV* = i2'' U L^.
Let yij be the flow between i e

and j €

The flow y.y with i E L*, j E

and l { j ) = i , represents the decision to devote r/ij units of the residual capacity of
link i to route calls on route r(j) during the t'th stage. The flow yji with j G

ie

a n d l { j ) = i , represents t h e decision t o r e l e a s e yji i m i t s o f c a p a c i t y o f link i

resulting from call termination on route r{j). Flow on arc yu with i £ L represents
residueJ capacity o f link i forwarded t o t h e n e x t s t a g e . F l o w o n arc yjj w i t h j G R '
represents current capzicity edlocation of link l{j) for route r{j) forwarded to the next
stage.

MSLP2 Input Data
The input data of MSLP2 is derived from the data of MSLPl. We must have for

ail i £ R' s u c h t h a t r { i ) = j ,
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where |j|, the cardinality of set j, is the number of links on route j, and the notation
[u],- represents the z'th component of vector

v.

In addition we define,

an _
" [sfe.
R'ii) = {j e R' I lU) = i}
0-j = i/k(j)l ifi e

Aij' = 1 if l{j) = i and 0 else.
Formulation
{MSLP2)

max
< b
i&L
x - S l = A'S)i.

s/t

S\x > 0
The t'th recourse function is given by
/i'(5«,a',<J«)=maxX^
ieLjeR'ii)
s/t

X)

Va

+ ya

{RP2)

=

sr

Vi G

=

Sf

vj € R:\

(3.7)

L\

jeR'(i)
VjiU) + Vii
yji + ya

=

Vi e L'+',

+ ya

=

Vj e

yiu)j

Yi

(3.8)

<^jyi{3)i
ynu)

yiu)j - yiu')j'

<

O^d

V<is

0

yj, j'

g

R

(3.10)
(3.11)

D,

Vj e

=

=

B!'*\

(3.9)

R,

and r(j) = r(/)

(3.12)
(3.13)
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Constraints
The first 4 set of constraints by themselves constitute a network flow problem.
Constraints (3.11),(3.12) eind (3.13) are additional side constraints that destroy net
work flow structure.
(3.7) residual

link

capacity assigned to routes plus capacity not aissigned

equaJs the total residual capacity at the start of stage t.
(3.8) capacity released on route r(j) plus capacity still assigned to routing
calls on route r{j) equals the capacity devoted to routing calls on
route r{j) at the start of stage t.
(3.9) capacity released from carrying calls on routes that use link i plus
residual link capacity unassigned equals the residual capacity at the
start of the next stage.
(3.10) capacity assigned to carry calls of route r(j) plus capacity already
assigned to route r{j) equals the total capacity assigned to route

r{j) at the start of the next stage.
(3.11)

toted

residual capacity assigned to routing calls on routes of demand

pair d is less than or equal to the total number of demand pziir d calls
requesting connection. The coefficient aj relates capacity to CeiUs. If

T{j) is a 2 link route 2 imits of capacity are required to route 1 call,
therefore aj is 1/2 in this case.
(3.12) capacity released from routing calls of route r { j ) equals the number
of

CeiUs

that terminate on route r(j).

(3.13) the residugJ capacity assigned to routing calls on a multiple link
route r{j) must be the same for each link of the route.
In appendix A, numerical examples for both MSLPl and MSLP2 are given.
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3.2.4

The Equivalence of MSLPl and MSLP2

In order to show the equivalence of MSLPl and MSLP2, it is enough to show the
equivalence of subproblems RPl eind RP2 without the expectations in the objective
functions. Toward this end, RP2 will first be rewritten in a form similar to RPl.
Next it will be shown that with proper input data, a feasible solution to one can be
transformed to a feasible solution to the other with equal objective values. Finally,
we will see that these programs produce next stage input data that results in recourst
functions with the same objective vaJues.

Rewriting RP2
For j G R! define,
and

— yiiu)i
with the following interpretations,
= the residual link capacity of link l { j ) devoted to carrying calls on
route r(j),
= the imits of

link

capacity of link l { j ) released from carrying calls on

route r{j).
Hence y' and y' are vectors of dimension |i2'| x 1. Rewriting the first four constraints
of RP2 using the above definitions we have
(3.14)

E fi + ya =
>€«•(!)

(3.15)

y'l +Vii = S?
E y'i + y,, = sr'
J6«'(0

vieL'*',

(3.16)
(3.17)
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Combining (3.15) with (3.17) and (3.14) with (3.16) results in the following equivalent
pair of constraints,
+

E y;- E
i€R'{i)

"ijeR',

(3.18)

Vz g L.

(3.19)

jeR'{i)

Rewriting constraint (3.18) in vector form eind rearranging gives
5' - V' + SJ = S%*\

(3.20)

which is in the same form as equation (3.3) of RPl. In order to write (3.19) in matrix
notation, define

A'
Aij =
-

1 'd l{j) = i , j € R'
0

else.

Then we have
E s;- = E
jeH'(0
jeRso that equation (3.19) in matrix form becomes

A'{y'-y') + S p ^ = S%.
Rearranging gives

S% - A'{y' - y') = Slt\

(3.21)

which is in the same form as (3.4) of RPl. Although equations (3.20) and (3.21) are
in the same form as equations (3.3) and (3.4) in RPl, the decision vectors y and y
are of dimension li2| x 1 and the vectors ^ and y' are of dimension |i2'| x 1.
To summarize, an equivalent constraint set for RP2 is the following.

y ' - y ' + s],. =
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ydeD,

S O-jV'j < Otd
OXj)eiZrf}
y;- =
y'i-y'r

y'py'i

Vj

o

=

6

R',

V j J ' € R ' and r { j ) = r(/),

> 0.

We will denote the above constraint set as Y'{S'*,

5") and the constraint set of

RPl as Y{S\a',S*).

Preliminary Definitions
We need the following definitions to help make precise the eqmvaJence theorems
that will be stated in this section.
Definition. 1 Vectors v and v' of dimension |i21 x 1 and |i2'| x 1 respectively, "cor

respond" to each other (denoted VR
v[ = Vj

VRI ) if

Vi G R! such that r{i) = j.

By definition, the stage 1 input data

for MSLP2 corresponds to the stage 1 input

data for MSLPl S^.
Definition 2 Stage t input data 5* = (5^,

and S" = {S1,S%) "correspond" if

Si = S'l and S^R ^ S^..
Define the transformations

Tij

1

if r ( i ) = j , j E R , i E R '

0

else.

=

r{j) = i,i e R J £ R'

Ki =
0
Proposition 1 v

v'

Tv = v'

else.

Vv' = v.
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Suppose v'^ = [Tv]i = Y . j ^ R T i j V j . Since TijVj = Vj if j = r { i ) and zero

Proof 1 •<=

otherwise, we have

v'i =

Hence v'

= ^3
3 = r{i).
jeR
v. We can apply the same argument for the other implication and for

the transformation V. •
The vector of stage t decision variables for RPl, z = (y,

, will be

transformed by

^ T
T=

so that

(

y

\

Tz =

^
=

Ct+l
\^R )

Ty
isl"-'

,

J

Likewise we use
V=

to transform the decision variables of RP2.
Definition 3 Solution vector ZQ corresponds to Z 'q if yo «->• y^ and 5"* <-)• S'^.
Proposition 2 For programs

max{c'!!| (s(.5'«,S^+') e

r (S',a',<!')} and

max{c^jr I

e r(S'',a',i«)},

if input data 5' <-> S'* and J* <->• J", then
1. every feasible solution to one corresponds to a feasible solution to the
other, and
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2. the objective values are equal.
Proof 2

1. We would like to show that z € Y => Tz E Y' ajid that z' E. Y' =>

Vz' € Y. The first implication will be shown for the first constraint of RPl.
The same argument can be applied to the other constraints and the other
implication.
Substitute the tran^rmed solution of RPl into the first constraint of RP2
(decision variables are on the left hand side) to get

Ty-TS'^'- = y'-S%,
T{y —
Because y"

y and S^,

= y' — S ^ , .

we write

nV-S*^') = Tiy-S*^).
Since the first constraint of RPl is satisfied if

y~

— y~

we can see that the transformed solution satisfies the first constraint of RP2
and the two solutions correspond by definition.
2. Since only y shows up in the objective value we need to show that

c'^Ty = c^y = c^Vy' = c'^y'.
The first and third equalities follow from the definitions of c',T and V by which
it can be demonstrated that
c'^T = (F and c^V =

.

The second equality follows because VT = I. Hence,

(FVy' = (FVTy — c^y.

•
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The equivalence of MSLPl and MSLP2 follows directly from Proposition (2). For
einy stage t, the input data to the next stage,

for RPl and 5""^^ for RP2,

correspond. Proposition (2) tells us that for a given outcome of the random variables
the recourse functions are equcd. Hence, the expected vedues of the recourse functions
axe equal. For the stage 0 problem, as long as the stage 1 input data corresponds,
the expected values of the stage 0 recourse functions must be the same because the
above argument applies to any stage.
3.3
3.3.1

Multistage Network Recourse Decomposition
Introduction

We propose a sizing method that involves the need to solve a multistage stochzistic program. For realistic problems involving imcertainty, exact solutions of the
stocheistic programs are often imattainable due to the explosion of the sample space
eissociated with the rcmdom vauriables. Under these conditions one must resort to
approximations of the first stage recourse function to obtain a first stage decision.
Network Recourse Decomposition (NRD) advanced by Powell and Cheung [61, 60],
is a method whereby the structural properties of the network axe exploited to obtain
such an approximation. This is a departiire from other multistage solution methods
which rely on decomposition by scenjirio.
3.3.2

Tree Recourse Problem

Consider a tree network with rsmdom arc capacities as depicted in Figure 3.1.
Each arc has associated with it a return Cij and a random capacity Uij independent
of aU other random arc capacities. Flow on link i,j is denoted yij. The supply to
root node, r, is denoted by Sr-
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(return, capacity)

5

Figure 3.1: General tree network with random arc capacities
For a given realization of cD, we maximize the total return of the following tree
recoiirse problem
h{Sr, uj) = max
" (<j)
s/t
yrj = Sri
jSN

{NF)

Y^yij-Y^Vik = 0 vieiv,
j&N
k^N
Q < y i j < <^ij
In order to write an equivalent path flow formulation, we define a path to be a
sequence of arcs connecting the root node to an ending node. Let
/„ = the flow on path n,
V = the set of all paths,
N-p = \V\ = the number of paths,

Aij = 1 if
Cn = Ylij

link

( i , j ) is on path n and zero otherwise,
= the return of the n'th path.

A path-flow formulation of problem NF can be written as
iVp
h{Sr, uj) = max ^
n=l
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s/t

51/n =
n=l

Np
n=l

/n > 0

Vn.

For a given realization of d', the solution of problem PF can be found by greedily
assigning flow to the paths. In other words, if the paths are ranked according to
their returns, the s'th unit of flow takes the n'th ordered path if and only if the total
capacity of the first n — 1 paths is less than s, and the total capacity of the first n
paths is at least s.
The Greedy algorithm is an optimal strategy for the tree recourse problem with
raJidom capacities because it depends on the ranking of the paths, which is invariant
under any realization. For a proof see Powell and Cheung [61|.
For 1 level trees, the routing probabilities,
0(s, n) = {the probability the s'th unit of flow takes the n'th ordered arc}, (3.22)
can be calcTilated by first considering,
=
=

the total capacity of the first n ranked links,
E

(3.23)

m=l

where ct)„ is the random capacity of the n'th ordered link. The routing probabilities
can be found from the distribution of Z^.

4>(s, n) = PiZ"" >s)- PiZ^-"- > s).
The expected maximum return can be calculated by first finding

(3.24)
the expected

contribution of the A:'th unit of flow through node r

N'p
Gr(fc) = Ecn0(A:,n).
n=l

(3.25)
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Then the expected maxamum return is given by

Sr
E[h{Sr,<I>)] = E^r(fc),
fe=l

Sr N-p
(3.26)
Jc=l T»=l

For multi-level trees, the situation is more complicated because now severzil paths
may share a link. As a result, Z", is no longer the siun of independent random
variables. By extending the ideas for a one level tree, it is possible to find 0(S,TI)
for multi-level trees and calculate E[h{S, cZ/)] exactly using the algorithm TREEREC
given in Powell and Cheung [61]. ( The TREEREC algorithm is presented in detail in
§4.2.) Knowledge of the routing probabilities

n), results in determining the total

expected flow on a link, E[yij{uj)]. This is a very useful by-product of TREEREC as
we will see in §3.3.4.
3.3.3

Multistage Problems with Tree Recourse

The results given above can be extended to multistage stochastic programs with
tree recourse. (In this section, without loss of generality, we will assimie each stage
is a one-level tree.) A multi-level tree has the same network topology as a multistage
tree recourse problem. For example a three level tree can be solved as a one stage
three level tree, or as a three stage program with one level trees for each stage.
The multistage formulation imposes additional non-anticipativity constraints that
the single stage formulation does not. In the multistage formulation decisions at
each stage must be made prior to knowledge of the outcomes of random variables in
future stages. Let

be the set of nodes of stage t, and define

h\S\ w') = m^ 5^
y

s/t

f;
(»j)

E yli
j€JV«+»

+ E^t+i

d;'"^^)]

= •5;
(3.27)

teW"'
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0 < ylj < ^\j

e

for t = 1,..., r — 1. The stage T problem does not have the expectation nor the
definitional constraint (3.27). A multistage formulation of problem (NF) involves
finding

We will refer to this problem as (MSTR).

It is possible to incorporate a zero'th stage to the program. Let i be a zero'th
stage decision variable. The problem can be written as
max

(MSLP)

+

i
Ax = b,

(3.28)

Bx-S^ = 0,

(3.29)

s/t

X

>

0

The tree structure of this problem is such that for every stage t, r E

roots a

subtree moving forward in time. In stage t the cost function is separable by subtree
roots. Let N* be the set of stage t nodes of the subtree rooted at node r. The
expected recourse function at stage t can be written as

reJV«
where hl{Sl,u)^) is the solution to the following tree subproblem rooted at node r in
stage t.

{TSP)

= max cV +
s/t

I T yU = 31,
= 0

0<yU

VfeiNC,

< CJU

By virtue of the fact that problem (TSP) is a network flow problem parametrized by
an integer right hand side vector, the function jE?[/i'(5'*,d;')] is piecewise linear and
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convex with integer breakpoints eind
G'(s) = the slope of

at Si = s.

G i i s ) is the expected contribution of the s'th unit of flow entering node r in stage t .
So that

G*(s) is the expected future contribution (i.e. from t,... ,T) of S units

of supply at node r at the end of stage i — 1.
The algorithm due to Powell and Cheimg [61] for solving a multistage tree recourse
problem with T stages rooted at node r, starts with nodes of the final stage and works
backwards to the first stage. At each stage, G\{s) eure foimd for each node i € N*.
Outgoing arcs of nodes in N* are replaced by recourse arcs with a fixed capacity of
one and retimis Gi(s). Figure 3.2 depicts the process of replacing outgoing arcs with
recourse arcs as the algorithm moves backwards from stage T to stage 1.
0. Initialization
(a) For each i E N ^ , calculate the distribution of Z", <^(s, n ) and G f (s) using
(3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) respectively.
(b) Replace outgoing arcs of node i in stage T with arcs of fixed capacity of 1
unit and cost Gf (•) such that the s'th arc

heis cost

Crf (5). These arcs will

be referred to as recourse arcs.
(c) t i— T — 1
1. Apply TREEREC to each 2 level tree problem rooted at a node of stage t to
find GKs)

Vf e Nt.

2. Replace outgoing arcs of node i stage t with recourse arcs with costs GK*)3. K i = 1 stop, else t <r- t — l and goto 1.
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Figure 3.2: The backward pass of the algorithm for solving multistage tree recourse
problems. At each stage outgoing arcs are replaced by recourse arcs (dotted lines).
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3.3.4

Multistage Problems Without Tree Recourse

The same approach can be extended to networks that do not have tree recourse
structure. In this case not every node at every stage is the root of a tree. Rather than
presenting the full extension, however, only that which is relevant to the solution of
the multistage stochastic program of the next section will be discussed. Therefore,
we will consider the case of two level general networks at each stage such as depicted
in Figure 3.3a. Also it is assumed that
= • . .=

In order to get tree structure it will be necessary to consider a multi-commodity flow
formulation of problem MSLP by associating flows out of each node of the t'th stage
with commodities. The tree structure we would like to achieve with this approach is
shown in Figure 3.3b. Notice that each node in

is the root of a one level tree.

Hence, recourse arcs can be calculated to replace outgoing axes of those nodes. Now
consider the general stage t problem in which outgoing arcs of the stage t + 1 nodes
have been replaced with recourse sires.
Define the following.
72. = the set of recovuse arcs.
72.(f) = the set of recourse arcs out of node i.
Gf(s) = the return of the s'th recomrse eirc out of node i of the stage f problem.
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Figure 3.3: A two level general network
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The stage t problem is,
/i'(5',£x;') = max

E

53

53

ieJV« jg7V'+»

s/t

E Vij

=

•5^

~

0

Vi e iv*.

ieAr«+i

Via
(t,a)€7J(t)

53

Vi 6

j€JV'

IV

IV IV

Vi e N ^ J e

u;'.

1

V(i,s) € Tl,

0.

The problem is to find flows {j/ij} to maximize the stage t return plus the expected
return of future stages subject to conservation of flow constraints and capacity con
straints. With each node i e iV* we associate a commodity k with flow

on arc

(i, j). The i'th recourse problem becomes

h\S*,uj^)

s/t

max ^ ( 53 c.yy^ y + E
keN*
(i,s)eK.

=

53 Vkj
ieJV'+i

\fkeN*

= Si
II

W

1

0

{RP)

6 N*

Vi €

(i..)6K(i)

Vk 6 N \ j e

IV

1

V(^,5)G7^,

IV

1

w

vii < - I j
keN*

e n , k e N*

(3.30)
(3.31)

yi > 0.
By relaxing constraint (3.30) the above problem is separable by commodity into trees.
Hence, the Vth. stage recourse function can be written

s/t

E
S 1.
fceJV*

(3.32)
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where Tie{S^,uj^), k E N^, is the set of constraints:

E yti = si
J^NT+I
- E
= 0
a€7i(t)
Vk: <

Vi € iVj"'
Vjeivr^

y-j < 1

Vs e 1ZJ e

Vii > 0.
The Lagrangian relaxation, L*{S,X{S,u)), of program (RP) is constructed by as
to each recourse arc (i, s) E 71 and adding

sociating a non-positive dual multiplier
to the objective function the term
E (E
(i»67i JfeeiV'

-1)-^"-

That is, constreiint (3.30) is removed from the constraint set of (RP) to give
L'(5,A,cj))=

max
y*eTfc(5,a,)
- E
{i,s)eTi

(3-33)

For a given realization LO, let A* be defined as
A*(5,a;) G arg^{L'(5, A,a;))}.

(3.34)

Then by duality,

h'{S,uj) = L\S,X'{S,u;),u) < L\S,X,u:)

VA < 0.

Observe that A* given in (3.34) is in fact a function of both u and S. Hence, in
general A* is not constant. If we define

h\S,X) = E[L\S,\Q)]
=

E^
k€N^
y

(3.35)
-1 ^

- E
(i»eTC

^ (C1^'(5) + Ai.)2/f,]
(i,s)e'R.
VA<0,
(3.36)
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then h { S , A) gives an upper bound approximation on the expected recomse function.
That is,

E [V(S, cD)] < E [L'(5, A, a>)] = h'{S, A)

VA < 0.

The expectation in (3.36) can be evaluated by applying TREEREC to the tree rooted
at node k. For the given 5, we can now use the subgradient method to find A < 0 that
gives the least upper bound on the expected value of the stage t recourse function.
Unfortunately, this value of A is a function of S which is an unknown parameter in this
method. Powell and Cheung heuristically fix 5 at the value S, where S is the solution
to the deterministic problem with all random variables set at their means. Therefore,
the approximation h*{S, A) is not necessarily an upper botmd on E[h^{{S, tD)].
For ease of exposition, the stage superscripts will be dropped. A step in the
subgradient method iteratively updates A using
A|;^ = min{Ai, - p' • ^(5, Aj-J, 0} V(i, s) e

(3.37)

and where

euld the step size p', Z = 1,2,..., satisfies
OO

p' > 0,

p'

0 £ind

p' = oo.
/=i

To derive a subgradient ^(5, A) with respect to A of h { S , X ) which is used to
approximate

(j)], we first note that a subgradient g of L(S, A, a;) must satisfy,
L(5,A°,a;)+5^(A-A°) <L(5,A,a;)

VA > 0 .

(3.38)

It can be verified that

9(S,X,oj) = E
- 1)
(3-39)
keN'
satisfies (3.38) where y,**(5, A, a;) is the solution to (3.33). Substituting (3.40) into
(3.38) and taking expectations results in a subgradient for EIL(S, A, a;)] given by
«S, A) = £[!:{»&•-1)1-

(3.40)
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The quantity

keN'
can be found as a by-product of TREEREC.

the total expected flow on link

The algorithm for approximating the solution to multistage stochastic programs
with general two level networks for each stage is the following.
0. Initialization (same as tree recourse case).
(a) For each node i 6

calculate Z", 0(s, n) eind G j { s ) using (3.23), (3.24)

and (3.25) respectively.
(b) Replace outgoing arcs of node i 6

with recourse axes of fixed capacity

of 1 unit and return Gf (•) such that the s'th recourse arc has return Gf (s).
(c) t < ^ T - l
1. Find recourse axe returns Gi(-)(a) Initialize A°

0, Z

0 and set 5* = 5' (page 81).

(b) Apply TREEREC to each commodity tree subproblem (3.36) to get (3.40).
(c) Obtain A'(5, A') using (3.36). If converged let A"

A' and goto 2.

(d) I <— I + 1, update A using (3.37).
2. Replace outgoing arcs of node i stage t with recourse arcs with returns G*(-)
which are foimd by applying TREEREC to each commodity tree subproblem
using A'*.
3. If t = 1 stop, else t <— t — 1 and goto 1.
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3.4

Specialized Solution Algorithm

Recall in the development of §3.3 it was necessary to relax the recotirse arc con
straints by treating the flow through each node A: e iV^' as a separate "commodity".
Flow

represented the flow on arc {i,j) originating from root node k G N*. In

MSLP2, flows on arcs connecting nodes of stage t with nodes of stage i + 1 aie com
posed of only 1 commodity, hence can be unambiguously denoted as ykj. Recourse
arcs may carry flows of many commodities and will be represented as y^.
If we assume that at the t'th stage commodities have been introduced, recourse
arcs have been calculated and variables

included, then the expectation in

the objective can be replaced with
E

E

jfeejv' {i,s)eR.

Since at most 1 unit of any cormnodity can flow on amy recourse arc, the constraint
v(2,5)e:?e,
feeJV*
must be added to the constreiint set. We will also include its relaxation
Vfc, (z, s) e n ,

<1

and the relaxation of constraint (3.11) of progreim RP2

yiu)j <

\/jeR',deD.

(3.4i)

ProgTcim RP2 is thus equivalently written as program RP3. In this formulation
= 0 for fc G R'.
A'(5",a ' , i ' ) = m a ) c E ( E
keN* jeR'W
s/t

Ukj + Vkk

:eR'(k)

=

'S'fc

+ E

Men
E L*",

<.RP3)
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=

qlt
^k

Vjs

=

0

\ / k e L ' J G R'{k),

(3.42)

Vkj - H Vjs

=

0

' ^ k e R ' ^ J = l{k),

(3.43)

J/W(fc) + Vkk

Vkj -

C7.«)e'R

Vfc G R'\

"ideD,

<

Vj s.t. r { j ) G Rd.^d 6 D ,

yiU)i <

V(i, 5) e 7^,

Est < 1
kem
Vt,< < 1

vm
yiu)i - yiu')3'

(3.45)

VA: G N*,{i,s) G H ,

=

=

(3.44)

vi G R:,
Vj,

0

G R! and r { j ) = r{j')

(3.46)

Vij^yij > 0.
The procedure is to form a Lagrangian relaxation of RP3 by relaxing constraints
(3.44), (3.45) and (3.46) using the dued multiplier vectors i/, A and fj, respectively.
The remaining constraints of RP3 have a tree structure for each commodity and thus
are separable. Therefore, we will denote the set of constraints of commodity k as
7fc(5,a>), where
F
UJij =

oo

with probability of 1, if

OLi

if r(i)ei2d,

Irij)

if i = l{i),

i =j
(3.47)

i € R'

As described in §3.3, the dual multipliers will be improved using the subgradient
method. For ease of exposition define

* fd = YlkeN Sj€fl'{fc) ^-kjykj — <^dWith afy = l/lr(j)| if A: = l { j ) and r { j ) € Rd and 0 else.
• Qi, = T . k e N Vis -

1- Where

= (g^, q u , .. •)
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^ = (y/(jfci)ifei - yi(.k[)k[,yi(,k,)k2 - ynk^)k^,- • •)•
G R' zmd r(fci) = r{k[) < r{k2) =

Where

< • • •, with

lik) < l{k').
and

gT^C^r fT qT)
Dropping the stage t superscripts, the Lagrangian becomes
L{S','y,uj)=

(
y €Tfc(S ,u»)

S Cfejyfc,-+ Y 1
jeJi'(ife)
{i,s)€-R.

The function ^(5', 7) = Eu[giS','y,Q)] is a subgradient of £'[L(5,7, a))] and can
be calculated from the byproducts of TREEREC. At the /'th iteration the / + I'th
approximation of 7 is found by
71-^ =

min{7j — pig{S', ji), 0}
Ti ~~ PiSi^'f

7t)

for A and 1/ elements

(3.48)

M elements

_ 1/Z, which satisfies
with p' =
p' > 0,
3.4.1

p' —>• 0 and

00
^ p' = 00
1=1

Recovering Sizing Decisions

The end result of the method just described gives a set of recourse links for each
node of the stage 1 network with associated marginal return denoted by Gj(s), the
increase in total expected return due t o adding the s ' t h unit of resource t o node i .
The recourse arcs of each node i are such that
G,^(l)>GrK2)>G.K3)...>Gj(6),
where b is the total capacity available assuming the cost per unit capacity is 1. Using
these returns, sizing and routing decisions can b e recovered. In the following, let S
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refer to the network state vector,

— oc ' l —

f c'l

c'l A

f c'l

Qtl
C'l \
, Oj
, . . . , 'J|jv|yi

which contains the residual capacities of each link and the number of caJls in progress
on each route of each link. Define,
£[A'(S.a.d)| « G ( S ) = ^ EGJW,
i€JVi 4=1

(3.49)

to be the toted expected return of network state S . The sizing rule is,

S* = argmax{ G { S ) | l^S < & }.
That is, greedily assign supply to nodes until the budget is exhausted.
3.4.2

Recovering Routing Decisions

As before, the total expected return of network state S is
« G(5) = £

(3.50)

i^Ni s = l

Suppose the network is in state S and a call arrives requesting service for demand
pair d. Then for each route r e Ra, we need to compute z^, the total expected return
due to routing the call on route r of demand pair d. Let wa be the return for routing
one call of demand pair d. Let S +

be the network state that results from the

addition of one call on route r. Then
—1

for i G L n r

+1

for i G R', and r{i) = r

0

(3.51)

else.

That is, the supply to the link nodes associated with route r is reduced by one for
each link node, and the supply to each route node associated with route r is increased
by one. The supplies to the other nodes do not cheinge.
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The total expected return due to routing one CciU on route r with the network
state in 5 is

Z -r = Wd + G(iS + AiSr).
The best route, r*, is the route that maxiraizes z .

z* = max{2r I r €
r*

6

axgmax{2r i r

6

The routing rule is:

if z ' > G { S ) route the call on r*, else do not route the call.
This calculation does not involve knowledge of every node's recourse axes. To
demonstrate this, we first define the following
i2(r) = { i I r{i) = r , i e R'},

L{r) = { i \ i e r , i e L } ,
The chajige in expected return going from state S to state S + ASr is
G ( A S , ; 5 ) = " £ G}{Si + l ) G'iS,).
ieil(r)
»€i(r)
Therefore

Z r = w a + G { S ) + G{ASr]S),
and a call may be routed on r if

Wd + G { A S r , S ) > 0.
This only requires knowledge of the current loading of the routes of demand pair d
a n d t h e links associated with the routes of demand psdr d .
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3.4.3

Network Performance (GOS)

The formulation does not optimize constrained by a GOS condition. Rather, it
provides a trade-oflF between overall network performance and cost. For planning
pmposes this is beneficial because it can help determine performance requirements
that axe reasonable.
A common measxure of network performance is the probability a customer is denied
service. For the model of this dissertation, a more suitable measure is the expected
fraction of customers denied service for a given budget 6, given by
^

caJls routed-j
L # requests -I'

We will use the quantity w{h)/E[Q] as a surrogate for the above expectation where

w{h) = £?[# calls routed] and E[Q\ is the expected number of requests for connection
over all stages (which can be easily calculated for most models). Let G{i) denote the
i'th greatest recourse arc return. Assimiing each call contributes one unit of return,
then 10(6) is found by ordering the recourse sire returns
G(i) > G(2) > • • • > <5{|7t|)For a particuleir budget 6, the msiximum expected return over all T stages is given by
""{»)= EG(i)-

(3-52)

1=1

It shotdd be noted that this performance measure is an average over all demand
pairs of the network and over aJl stages. Hence, the average performance at a particu
lar budget may be satisfactory, yet there may be demaind pairs at different stages that
suffer from unsatisfactory service. The model does not attempt to provide uniform
performance over the entire network.
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3.5
3.5.1

Algorithm Initialization
Motivation

As mentioned on page 81, §3.3.4 the algorithm for approximating multistage re
course problems without tree recourse, relies on mciking axbitrary choices for the
values of

Vi £ R', t E {1,2,..., T}. Powell and Cheung solved the deterministic

problem with all random variables replaced by their expected values, in order to get
initial values for these supplies. The major drawback in applying this approach to
problem MSLP2 is that the random variables

i G R',t 6 {1,2,..., T} depend

on 5^, and therefore, cannot be set a priori. In addition, the solution appeaxs to be
quite sensitive to the vsdues of these parameters.
For example, the algorithm was applied to a smedl 3 node, 3 link, 5 stage test
network with independent Poisson processes for each demand pair with rates shown
in Table 3.1. The 5 stage prograun MSLP2 corresponding to this small network has
3 "link" nodes (|I«| = 3) and 9 "route" nodes (|i2'| = 9) for a total of 12 nodes

{\N\ = 12). Recall that supply to link node i, S^, i G L, corresponds to residual
capacity of link i a t the start of stage t . Supply t o route node i , 5,^, i G R \
corresponds to capacity of link l{i) devoted to carrying calls of route r{i) at the
start of stage t. The budget for this smaJl network was set at 48 imits of link
capacity. Hence, at each stage t,

= 48. We could, for example, set each

=4, Vf€{l,...,5},z€{l,...,12}.
After setting these parameters, the algorithm described in §3.3.4 cam be applied
to calculate recourse arc returns for each node of stage 1, CrJG AT, 5 € 72.. The
link capacities are recovered from these recourse arc returns by greedily assigning
flow to first stage nodes. In other words, order the

aind for the first 48, tally

the number for each node i to get S'^* Vi G iV, the output of the method. The vector
of link capacities of the origineil 3 link telecommunications network are given by,
^ c'l» Qll* Ql1*\
S/l«
L ~ W l ' *^2 ' *^3 /•
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Stage

1
2
3
4
5

1
5
5
5
5
5

Pair
2
3
3
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 3.1: Network demand for sensitivity to initial supply example. Values shown
are rates for the demand pair Poisson processes.
Light - node i solution s!' (capadty of link i)
Dark - node 1 parameter value s!'

1

2

Link nodes

3

2
3
Link nodes

2
3
Unk nodes

Figure 3.4: The sensitivity of the solution S2*, to the initial link node supply, 5^.
It was formd for this network, that S'^*, was greatly affected by the choice of S'^These results are presented in Figure 3.4. In this figure there are 3 separate bar
charts, one for each trial parameter vector, denoted S^.
Notice that a large supply to einy node i , has the effect of reducing the worth of
the supply to that node, which in turn greatly reduces

On the other hand, the

resTolts shown in Figure 3.5 suggest that as long as the supply to the first 3 nodes
is the same, the algorithm appears to be insensitive to the supply, especially with
respect to the importance of each link of the original telecommunications network.
It should also be pointed out that the ranking of the importance of the links, in this
case, matches the ranking of the demand for those links from Table 3.1.
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Light - node i solution S.' (capacity of link i)
Dark - node i parameter vaiue S|'

Link nodes

Link nodes

Link nodes

Figure 3.5: The sensitivity of the solution 5^*, to equal link node supply, 5,'^ =
VijEN.

Stage t

Family
F,

2

Family

Family

Figure 3.6: A graph of RP2 stage t constraint set without side constraints for an n
link telecommunications network.
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To make sense of these results, it is necessaxy to revisit the structure of the con
straint set of program RP2. Figure 3.6 is a graph of the stage t constraint set of
RP2 without the side constrciints (3.11),(3.12) and (3.13), for a telecommunications
network with n links. It is clear from t h e figure that the nodes of the network form n
subsets which will b e refered t o a s "families". T h e set of nodes i n the family of link i
is Fi = {k e R' \ l{k) = i} U {z}. Residual link- capacity (flow) cannot be transferred
from one family to another. For stage t, the total flow of family i is Si = 12k€Fi ^k- ^
Si »

Vj 6 If, j ^ i, then there will be much greater competition within family

i , relative to other families, especially for the lucrative recourse arcs of link node i .
In order to maintain feasibility, yj, < 1, Vj G Fi,s E H, the sub-gradient step will
reduce the returns of the recourse arcs G^''"^(5), Vj € Fi more severely than for other
families. Hence, 5^^ will be reduced relative to the other
reason, an initialization such as 5,- =

Sj, "ii^j

j E. L,j ^ i. For this

6 L is quite reasonable. In Chapter 5,

it will be seen that an initialization of equal allocation of flow to families is useful as
a starting poiat.
In the next section, several heuristics for setting S'^ are discussed. One of those
methods was found to give reasonable and consistent results competitive with other
sizing methods.
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3.5.2

Deterministic Linear Program

Description
Replacing a and S with their expectations, E[a] and E[5], in MSLP2 of §3.2.3
gives rise to one large network flow linear program with side constraints. However,
the random variable J is a function of the supply, hence some arbitrary initial supply
must be assumed for nodes cissociated with this random variable. Solving this LP
furnishes supplies to each node at each stage which can be used to initialize the
cilgorithm of Chapter 3.

Results
This method resulted in matrices S that were very sensitive to program paramieters
such as the budget, 6, the number of stages, T, and arc rettims, c. In addition, the
solutions were extreme. That is, assigning a shghtly larger return to one demand
pair would result in an 5 that completely favors that demand pair, which is contrary
to the nature of the system under ramdom fluctuations.

Finally, it was difficult to

determine reasonable values for initializing 5(5). For aU of these reasons this method
was rejected as a possible initialization scheme.
3.5.3

Recourse Returns Only

Description
Pick an arbitieiry initial supply matrix 5® and apply the algorithm of Chapter 3
to obtain recourse returns for every node of every stage. For each stage, determine
the supply to each node using the recourse sure returns of the nodes of that stage. Use
the resulting supply matrix

as input to the algorithm of Chapter 3 and repeat.
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Results
As expected, this converges very rapidly to a supply matrix S . However, very
quickly the supply concentrates at the nodes associated with the links of the orig
inal network reducing the recourse returns of the remaining nodes to zero. This
method provides reasonable solutions for network link capacities, however, there are
no returns avculable to provide routing decisions.
3.5.4

Forward Pass Methods

Description
There axe two variations of this method, one in which the random vaxiables are
replaced by their expected values, and the other in which the random variables are
sampled. The latter version was deemed to be a viable method. The method makes
u s e o f the following 1 stage deterministic L P written for a n surbitrary stage t .

One Stage Deterministic LP

keLjeR'ik)
s/t

Y.

ya

=

Vt 6

(3.53)

Vm + Vii

=

Vi G R\

(3.54)

,)

Vi 6

(3.55)

yM

^

(3.56)

VdeD,

(3.57)

Vij +

—

(t,3)67£

i€R'(0

yi{3)3 + Vji

S

=

< "d

vnu)
yiu)3 - viu'w

=

S 'rU)iS7)

=

0

Vj G R',

"ijj' e R' and r{j) = r{j')

(3.58)
(3.59)

Vij > 0.
Vii,') > 0.

V(i, a ) G T I

(3.60)
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VM

< 1-

v(z, s) e H

(3.61)

This linear program maximizes the return for stage t plus the expected retimi of
future stages eis approximated by the recourse function G. The recourse arcs t/j,, have
a maximum capacity of 1.
The method is the followiag.
1. Select an arbitrary 5°.
2. Calculate recourse returns for each node of each stage.
3. Determine values for a and 5{S). (Expected values or sample.)
4. Forward Pass: starting at stage 1 through stage T. Solve the deterministic
LP given above to calculate the supply to the nodes of the next stage, i.e.

5. Repeat from 2.

Version 1: Results
In this version the random variables of the 1 stage deterministic LP are replaced
by their expected values. For many test networks this method did not converge.
Often it would end up in a cycle of supply matrices, i.e. 5° —>•

^ 5^ —> 5^ —> ....

The supply matrices sometimes differed wildly within a cycle especially when returns,
c, were identical for each demand pair. In addition, this method tended to produce
suppHes that reduced returns for route nodes resulting in poor routing decisions.

Version 2: Results
In this version the random variables are sampled. Since this is the version finally
adopted, the results will be presented in Chapter 5.
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3.6

Summary of the Complete Algorithm

In this section, we summarize the entire algorithm consisting of a backwzird pass
to find recourse arc returns, followed by a forward pass to determine new supplies to
each node of each stage. The algorithm makes use of the following parameters.
NRA - Number of Recourse Arcs for each node.
NSI - Maximum Niimber of Subgradient Iterations.
NS - Number of Samples of a>.

SRS Specialized Solution Algorithm
Initialization
0. m

1,

Sl'*'

t = l,..,T, V k e N , S i satisfying 6 = '£,k&N

G2''(s)

0 Vfc, i, s = 1,.., N R A .

Backward Pass
1. t i - T .
2. /

1, 7I <_ 0

3. update returns: cj^. (See below).
4. apply TREEREC to Tl{S^'^,(I;^) Vfc e iV* to calculate,
(^k^(s) Vfc, s and E[yij\ Vf G
5. p <- 1/Z, update
6. if I <NSI, Z

7.

(See below).

+ 1, goto 3

(See below).
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7.

<-

+ (1 -

vfc, s , 0 e [0, i | .

8. if t > 1 then t ^ t — I , goto 2

Forward Pass
9. Scimple

Vt, (3.47)

10. t <— 1
11. Solve the stage t deterministic L.P. of §3.5.4. (See below).
12. if £ < T then i <— £ + 1, goto 11
13. if m < NS then m <— m -h 1, goto 1, else stop

Update Returns
1. The retxims associated with eircs emanating from nodes in L are updated in the
following mannpr
cij ^ Ckj + aijuji +

VA; e L J e R'

where,
+1

if for j E R' 3 j' 6 R' such that r { j ) = r ( f ) and k < l{j')

—1

if for J G i2' 3 f 6 R' such that r { j ) = r{j') a n d k > l{j')

0

else,

Cfcy is the retinm for routing one call on the network for route j and afy is defined
by (3.4). i/j- and

are elements of the dued vectors associated with demzind

pair constraints (3.44) and 2 Unk route constr£iints (3.46).
2. Returns eissociated with recourse axes sire updated using,
4- Gi''+'(s) + Ai.
where

V(i, s ) 6 n,

are elements of the dual miiltipliers associated with constraints (3.45).
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3. Other returns are not updated.

TREEREC
For nodes k ^
Since all flows in Tk originate from node k , we will drop the superscript that
indicates commodity for flows
1. Subtree Constraints:

u>').

H Vkj + Vkk = 5^''
ieH'(fc)
Vkj -

^ Vj,

= 0 Vj e R'{k), j = k

Vkj < Orf

e R'{k) 3 k = l{j),r{j) E Rd

y{u) < 1 V(i, s) en

Vij > 0
2. Arc Returns.
For nodes k E

TREEREC is applied to

using the following arc

returns and capacities.
€ L, J 6 R'

a. yjfcj
b. T/jfcfc

(0,oo) V k € L , J 6 R'

c- y(M) ^

1)

V(i, s) 6

i € R'

Figure 3.7a. depicts the above constraints and arc returns for a node in L.

For nodes k E R'*
1. Subtree Constreiints:

, (D^)

yk,i{k) + Vkk =
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Vkj

-

Y . Vi' = 0 ;• = l{k), j = k
U,')eTi
VkAk) = <^(fc)(*Sr'^)
Viis)

< 1

V(z, s) e 72.

yij > 0 Vz,j
2. Arc Returns.
For nodes k G R', TREEREC is applied to

using the following arc

returns.
3.- yk4(.k)

(

0

b. 2/fcife <i=i> (0,oo)

>

)

)

V f c € R'

VA: G iZ'

c. y(i,s)

V(2,s) 6 Ti

Figure 3.7b. depicts the above constraints zind aic returns for a node in R'.

Update 7
7

is updated using (3.6).
.

I

7f

•<- S
I

max{7,-— 7 j ) , 0 }

for r/or A elements.

7i ~ Pi9{S, Ti) for

fjL elements.

Deterministic Linear Program
The stage t deterministic linear program of §3.5.4 is solved using recourse returns
program determines recourse arc flows
using,

E Vik.)(ks)eTi
For f = 1,

Vfc is foimd using,

ST''

E Vk:jeN

to get new node supplies
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(Return, Capacity)
'' (G;"'W.I)
Ck)^
•

a.

(Gto'WJ)
»«)-

b.

*

\!y

irr-^

Figure 3.7: Subtree constraint sets used by TREEREC, for a) nodes in L and b)
nodes in R'.
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CHAPTER 4
Computation

4.1

Introduction

The specialized solution algorithm of the previous chapter, provides an approx

imate solution for program MSLP2, not a solution. Due to the size of MSLP2,
solution techniques that are applied to general multistage stocheistic programs or
dynamic programs, require far too much computation. The method presented in
Chapter 3 attempts to make use of the simple network structure of program RP3 so
that we can obtain an approximation of the expected recourse function. The quality
of the approximation will be discussed in Chapter 5. Even though the method tcikes
advantage of the simple network structure at each stage, there is still a tremendous
eimount of czdculation involved. Powell and Cheimg [61] report that the bulk of their
calculations occiured in the TREEREC algorithm computing the distributions of
sums of independent random variables. Due to the simplicity of the tree structxures
that result once the side constraints of RP3 are relaxed, it is possible to streamline
the TREEREC calculations to further improve the efficiency of the method.
In this chapter, we will first present the original TREEREC algorithm for solv
ing multi-level tree networks with random aire capacities. This will provide backgroimd for §4.3, which describes the streamlined TREEREC calculations. Section
4.4 presents order of complexity calculations for TREEREC and the entire algo
rithm. The chapter closes with a discussion of the computational biirden of this
algorithm.
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4.2

Recourse Strategy for General Trees (TREEREC)

The TREEREC algorithm is based on the optimal strategy of greedily assigning
flow to paths. The paths are reinked according to their returns. The deterministic
version simply assigns as much flow as possible to the most lucrative uncapacitated
path. For exeimple, Figure 4.1 depicts a 2 - level tree network for a given realization
of the random arc capacities (a>). The path consisting of arcs (r, 1), (1,3) has 15 imits
of rettim for every imit of flow, and the path consisting of Jircs (r, 2), (2,6) has only
10 imits of return for every imit of flow. The greedy eilgorithm assigns as much flow
as possible to the first path (5 units), then to the second path (1 unit) and so on,
until all of the flow has been assigned. In the example, one unit of supply must be
assigned to path 5 consisting of the feasibility arc (r, r'), realizing no return.
In this section, we describe the stochastic version of the greedy algorithm to solve
general trees. For simplicity, we will no longer use the tilde to make the distinction
between a random variable and its outcome. We will aissume all Greek letters are
random variables.
Deflne,
= the capacity of path n after the first n—1 paths reach their capacities.
Hence, in the example depicted in Figure 4.1, xpi and ip2 have the
outcomes 5 and 1, respectively.

Then,

is the total capacity of the first n paths. 0(s, n ) can be calculated using

(3.24),
0(5, n) = P{Z^ > s ) and £?[/i^(5,£D)] can be calculated xising
=

f^Grik),
fc=i

> s),

(4.1)
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Notation: (c.a)
path 1. return = 15
c - return
a • random arc capacity.

(3.3)

(10.6)

path 2. return = 13

(4.0)

path 3. return = 11

(7.3)

s

(3.2)
path 4. return = 10

(0.inf)
paths, return = 0

Figure 4.1: A two-level tree network with fixed arc capacities.

k=l n=l
In the example, notice that Va is not independent of ipi because these paths share
arc (r, 1). Hence, for general trees, Z" is not the siun of independent random variables.
However, it is still possible to effeciently compute the probability distribution of Z"
for all n.
Let,
r„ = subtree of T consisting of all links of the first n paths,
An = arc set of T„,
Mn = node set of T„,

l(n) = Izist node on path n,
p{j) = the node which immediately precedes node j in the tree.
By definition, r„ = {An,Mn)- Tn form an increasing sequence of subtrees, i.e.,

Ti cT2 c ••• c r„-i cc ••• c

= r.
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For each subtree Tn, define
a^j = the maximum possible flow on link (i, j) in T„,
T]^ = the maximum possible outgoing flow from node i in Tn,
where the random variables 17" and

are given recursively by

d^- = min{aij,T7;},

H ^ij'

V? =

d^y = aij
By construction

(4.4)

if 3 = l{n).

TREEREC
Step 1. Set n = 0; dy = 0; 77i = 0 Vi G
Step 2. Set n = n + 1;
Set j = l{n)\
Step 3. Set i = p(j);
Compute the distribution of d,-y;
if j = l{n)

Qij
inin.{aij, rjj}

otherwise

Compute the distribution of rji by:

T7i = 52
k

Set j = z;

setting

(4.5)

= Z^. In the following algorithm, paths are considered one by

one according to their ranking from n = 1 to n = Np.

Step 4. H i

(4.3)

return to Step 3 otherwise, obtain the distribution of Z" by
= T]r',
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Step 5. 11 n ^ Np ox path n is capacitated, retiirn to step 2.
Step 6. Compute <(>{s,n) using (4.1);
Step 7. Compute E[h{Sr,ii))] using (4.2).

Notes
1. Since rji and

are independent of each other dy can be fotmd easily

using,
-P(aij > s) = P{aij > s) • P{rij > s).
2. ocij and Oiy are independent for j ^ f . Hence, r/f is the sum of
independent random variables.
4.3

Streamlining TREEREC Calculations

In §3.3 it was noted that the expected return as a function of the supply can
be calculated exactly as long as the network flow problem has tree structure. After
relaxing the side constraints of program RP3, the remaining constraint sets, T k { S , Hi),
are 2 level trees with second level arcs (recourse arcs) of fixed capacity as depicted
in Figure 4.2.
In the TREEREC algorithm we must compute the distributions of the random
variables defined recursively by (4.3) and (4.4). For 2 level trees
(4.6)

Q"J- =min{QVj,n)},

where ny is the non-reindom number of recourse arcs through node j in tree TnTherefore, the distribution of djly is given by.
if

s < rij

(4.7)

Otherwise.
Hence, it is trivial to compute the distributions of
Pil(s) = P{°ii i «)•

n 6 {1,..., iVp}, if we store
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Recall from the previous section that,
Z"=I7; =

(4.8)

i
which is the sum of independent random variables. Powell and Cheung [61] performed
the convolution of the right hand side of (4.8) by brute force. However, suppose that
in iteration n+1 only the probability distribution of a reindom variable djiy is updated
to

then,
=

(4-9)

+

k¥=j
Let,

Hence
= the total capacity of the first n paths not including the branch that
includes arc ( r , j ) ,
and we cam write (4.9) cis,
=

+

Going from r„ to r„+i in the TREEREC algorithm may result in

(4.10)
= ZJ.

Below we list 3 cases that occur as we include a new path (recourse arc) into tree
T„. For two of the cases, the distribution of ZJ is known, so there is no calculation
required. For the third case the distribution of Z^ is calculated by brute force.
CASE 1: Tji+i grows a new branch from node r.
Z^ =

Hence,

CASE 2: Path n + 1 goes through the same branch node as path n .
Z^ has already been calculated for path n,
i.e.

= zj-^ +

CASE 3: Otherwise, cadculate the distribution of Zy by brute force.
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Having obtained Z" we could then calculate the convolution of (4.10) by brute
force requiring (n — nj){nj +1) operations. However, we can compute the convolution
with only n +1 operations by making use of the distribution of Z„. Re-writing (4.10)
as,
^n+i ^ Z" + (Z7+

(4.11)

we can determine the contribution of the second term on the right hand side of (4.11)
by comparing sununations for
make use of the fact that
P(Z"+^ = 2)

= z) and P{Z^ —

the following, we

is independent of Z".

= P(d?t^ + Z7 = z)
inin(n—nj,z)

Y.

Pi&T

= ^ -

Vi\^7 =

=

Vi)

Vj=inax(0,z—(tij+1))
mm(n—Tij^)

•£

= z - yi)P(Z^ ^ Vi)

(4.12)

Vj=:nuuc(0,j:—(n,+l))

By a similar argiunent we get the summation for P(Z" = z ) .
nun(n—iij.i)

P(Z' = z) =

£

Pi&^i = z - yi)P(Z^ = yj)

(4.13)

Vj=niax(0,z —nJ)

Expressions (4.12) and (4.13) differ in the lower limits of their summations and in the
first term of each summand. By comparing the individual terms in the surmnations
we can determine the correct adjustment to Z" using the distributions of Z" and
order to calculate the distribution of Z""*"^ efficiently. We will determine the
distribution of Z""*"^ b y considering 3 cases; z < Uj, z = n j and z > n j .
Case: z < Uj

By application of (4.7) it can be verified that,
P(d"j- = x) = P(q:PJ^^ = x)

for

X < rij.

It follows therefore,
P(Z"+^ = z ) = P { Z ^ = z )

z < rij.

(4-14)
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Case: z = rij

For z = Tij the first terms of (4.12) cind (4.13) differ. The first terms of

and

Z" respectively are,
P(a;+' = ny)i>(Z7 = 0)

(4.15)

Pic^j = n,)P(Z7 = 0).

(4.16)

We can write P(q:" = rij) of (4.16) in terms of

by making use of (4.7). The

second expression can be written as
(P(a»t' = r.j) + P(d;;' = Uj + 1))P(ZV = 0).

(4.17)

P(Z"+^ = n,) = P{Z^ = Tij) - P(d;^ti = nj + 1)P(Z; = 0).

(4.18)

Hence,

Case: z > rij

In a similar manner it can be shown that for z > rij,
P(Z"+^ = z)
(P(Z; = 2 - (Uj + 1)) - P(,Z^ = z - n,))P(a?ti = n,. + 1) +

P(,Z^ = z)

(4.19)

Figure 4.2 illustrates the 3 possibihties.
Case I shows T3 with the addition of path 4 that creates a new branch of the tree. In
this case ZF =

which was calculated in the previous iteration.

Case n shows 74 with the addition of path 5 that emanates from the same branch node
as the previous path. In this case, ZF = Z\ which has already been calculated.
Case in shows Ts with the addition of path 6 that emanates from a new branch node
with paths zJready present. In this case Z\ must be calculated by brute force.
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Notation: (c.a)
c - return
a - random arc capacity.

Case I

(3,3)

oath 4

(10.6)

(9.1

path 2

(23.0)

path 1

(7.3)

(Ojnf)

(14.2)
path 3

Case H

(10.6)

OIL

path 4

(2.2)

path 2

O-

(9.3)____ paths

Case rn

(10.1)

Figure 4.2: Tree network example.
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This method is effective for reducing the computationaJ. burden because Case II
occurs frequently for our problem. Therefore, for many iterations there is no need to
calculate Z^. In addition, the convolution of (4.11) can be calculated with only n +1
operations.
In the next section we discuss the complexity of the full algorithm and compare the
streamlined TREEREC calculations to a brute force implementation of TREEREC.

Ill
4.4

Algorithm Complexity

Due to the fact that the method presented in this dissertation is an approximation,
it is relevant that the complexity of the algorithm (presumably the main advantage)
be weighed against the quality of the approximation. In this section, we first discuss
the complexity of the TREEREC algorithm, the innermost loop of the full algorithm,
so that an assessment of the full solution method can be made. In addition, we
compcure the number of computations of the brute force implementation of TREEREC
against the streamlined implementation.

4.4.1

TREEREC Complexity

The NRD algorithm applies TREEREC to every node k E N*. In. order to count
the number of computations required for the algorithm, we need to determine the
number of computations required to solve one node. First, for each node, the paths
of the tree must be ordered. This can be accomplished eflBciently with a Quicksort
routine in 0(Tir log(7v)) operations. Second TREEREC must calciilate the distri
butions of Z" for n 6 {1,2,... ,iVp} in order to calculate the routing probabilities
0(5, n), the expected flow on the arcs, E[yij] and the expected contribution of the
s'th unit of flow, Gk{s). In our problem there are two distinct types of nodes which
must be analyzed sepsirately. In the following, we determine the complexity for each
of these types of nodes.
Recall that after forming the Lagrangian relaxation of program RP3 we were
left with |iV'| constreiint sets denoted TkiS^u) k G N*, as described in §3.4. Each
constraint set Tk{S,Q), describes a tree network rooted at node A:. If fc E i?", the
set of "route" nodes, then the tree is composed of only two branches, one of which is
a feasibility arc with zero return and infinite capacity. The other arc has a random
capacity. Since there is only one random variable present in the tree, there is no
need to add random variables. The update of

requires only a few operations and
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does not depend on n or n^, the number of recourse arcs. We must also calctilate
0(s,n) for each n 6 {1,2,... ,iVp}, where Nj, = 2n,.. The calcidation of 0(s,n), is
0(nj), because for each n we must cycle through s E {0,1,... ,n}. The calculations
of E[yij\ and Gk{s) are made cdong with 0(5, n) and hence do not ciffect the order of
the complexity. Most nodes k E N* are route nodes. For a fully connected network
with 3 cdteraate (2 link) routes for each demand pair, 7 out of every 8 nodes are
route nodes. The bulk of the TREEREC calculations, therefore, are in computing
the sums of independent random vaxiables for the remaining nodes.
If fc e Zf', the set of "link" nodes, then the tree is composed of several branches,
only one of which is a deterministic feasibility arc. The other branches correspond
to routes of the original telecommunications network that make use of the Unk cor
responding to the Hrilc node. These arcs have raudom capacity. The niunber of
computations required to sort the paths, calculate (jJ(s,n), E[yij] sind

is the

same as for route nodes, however, the computation of Z", n G {1,2,..., iVp} requires
more work.
To calculate the number of computations for a brute force implementation we need
the following notation. Let Uj be the number of outcomes of random variable dJJy at
iteration n. Assume without loss of generaUty, that n\ <n2 < • •• < rim, where m =
the number of branch nodes. Then we require,
= nin2 + (ni + 722)713 + ... + (rii + na + ... +

(4.20)

computations to czilculate Z" of (4.8), which we need to do for each n 6 {1, 2,..., Np}.
Note that Equation (4.20) represents the following summation of the random vari
ables.
(• • • ((a?! +
To compute C = Y.n=\

+ djj) +...) +

(4.21)

general is difficult. Hence we will compute C for the

following special case. We wiU assume that recourse arcs are included in the tree
in order starting with branch 1 and continuing on to branch 2 once branch 1 hats
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Tir recourse arcs. Hence, d"{ has 72,. + 1 outcomes and edl other random variables
have only one outcome (outcome 0). In this case we require 0 computations for

n = 1 , . . . , TV, because there is n o simmiation o f random variables.
For n = rir + 1, • • •, 2nr we require C" = rirk k E { 1 , . . . , Ur} operations.
For n = 2nr + 1,..., 3n,. we require C" =

+ rirk fc E {1,..., n,.} operations and

so on.
In general, for n = arir + k, we require,

^ l a n r [ n r { a - l ) + 2k]

a > 0 , k e { 1 , 2 , . . . , n,.},

(4.22)

operations. Hence, the total number of operations can be written as,
Np

mrir

m—1 Ty —1

n=l

n=l

o=0

C=

(4.23)

Substituting the general expression into (4.23) we get,
m—1 nr — 1 J

2

X! Ti^nrluria - 1) + 2k] + - n l m { m - 1).

C=

(4.24)

c=0 fc=l ^

Using results for sums of integers. Equation (4.24) becomes,
Q _ ^ri'^rr

^

" 1) +

+ l)m(m — 1)

(4-25)

a=l

+^nlm{m - 1),

— 1) m(m—l)(m —2)
1 ,/
^
^ + -n2(7v + l)m(m-l)

=

+in^m(m - 1),

(4.26)

(4.27)
(4.28)

which is 0{n^Tn^).
Since m, the number of branch nodes, is a function of the number of alternate
routes of the original network, eind rir is the number of recourse arcs of each node, it
is desirable to keep the number of alternate routes and the number of recourse aics
as small as possible.
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For the worst case, in which the distribution of

must be calcTilated at every

iteration, The streamlined TREEREC calculation improves upon TREEREC by re
placing the last term in (4.20) with only n + l calculations. However, in practice, a
greater improvement is realized because Case I of the previoiis section occurs once
for every random v2iriable and Case II occurs at least Ur times. In these cases, we
do not need to update the computation of Z^. Czise 11 occurs frequently

whenever

the expected return of one branch node is much greater than the expected return
of the other branch nodes. The link node has far greater expected return than the
node corresponding to the direct route of the original network, which in turn has far
greater expected return tham the remaining nodes which correspond to alternate 2
link routes of other demand pairs. Hence, the first
node A: all go through branch node k €

paths of the tree rooted at

the link node in the next stage. The

next Tir paths are very likely to go through the branch node corresponding to the
direct route of the original telecommunications network. This is due to the fact that
for the direct route, the return per unit of network capacity used, is twice as much
as for a two link route. The remaining paths axe not as well ordered by branch node
so that some brute force computation is required.

4.4.2

Complexity of the Full Algorithm

The full algorithm completes the NRD algorithm and the forward pass for each
sample iteration. In turn, the NRD algorithm calculates TREEREC for every node of
every step of the subgradient optimization procedure and every stage of the multistage
stochastic linear program. Hence, the full algorithm has 4 nested loops resulting in
a total complexity equal to the product of the nimiber of iteratations in each loop.
For clarity define,
1= number of samples drawn.
J= number of stages, i.e. T.
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K= number of sub-gradient steps.
L= nimiber of nodes, i.e. |iV'|.
Pseudo-code for the essential aspects of the full algorithm is given below.
01

for i=l to I {

02

for j=l to J {

03

for k=l to K {

04

UPDATE-MULTIPLIERS;

05

for 1=1 to L

06

TREEREC;

07

}

08

}

08

FORWARD-PASS;

09

}

The subroutine UPDATE JIULTIPLIERS perforn:is the updates on the dual multipli
ers (3.48) to get new arc returns for the next sub-gradient step. The TREEREC subrou
tine was described in §3.3.4 zmd the complexity calculated in §4.4.1. The complexity
of this computation is 0(nr). The subroutine FORWARD-PASS requires the solution of
a deterministic network flow program for each stage of the model. The constraint set
of the network flow program is a sparse matrix composed of approximately 7v|iV^l
rows and nr[iV'[ columns. Table 4.1 smnmaxizes the order of complexity for each of
the main subroutines of the full algorithm.

4.5

Conclusions

The mmiber of computations of the proposed algorithm depends heavily on the
number of recourse arcs, tv, and the nimiber of branch nodes, m. The number of
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Routine Complexity O(-)
TREEREC nlm?
UPDATE_MULTIPLIERS Ur
FORWARD J'ASS
FULL ALGORITHM I J K L * ( n ^ m ^ )
Table 4.1: Order of complexity for the full algorithm and its subroutines.

branch nodes is related to the number of alternate routes of the original telecommu
nications network. Hence, it is extremely important to teike care in choosing these
parameters.
The number of alternate routes chosen depends on the degree of flexibility

desired

to handle failures and overloads. By keeping more alternate routes, the network has
a greater ability to adjust to varying network traflSc and to route eirotmd fziilures and
overloads.
The nimiber of recourse axes required for a node, should be at least as large as the
maximiun supply to that node over aU stages. If only 10 recourse arcs are kept for a
node, then there will be no estimate of the expected return due to the 11'th unit of
supply.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Results

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, results axe presented comparing the performance of the method
of this dissertation, Sizing amd Routing Synthesis (SRS), to several other routers.
The routers chosen for the comparisons sire well established in the literature and
are currently in use on major networks throughout the world, with the exception of
DRO (Direct Route Only) which was included to help establish the effect of alternate
routing on the networks. Firstly, comparisons of overall network blocking for several
small test networks are presented. Due to the smedl size of these networks, statistical
methods were used to determine a set of link capacities for each router that minimize
overall network blocking so that fair comparisons could be made. Secondly, tests were
conducted to compare the sensitivity of the method to changes in chum and demajid.
The results of these comparisons were promising enough to apply the method to a set
of larger networks. The laurgest network sized using SRS, is a 10 node ftiUy connected
network with 48 links and 48 demand pairs. This network is comparable in size to
a broadband network in Atlanta Georgia that heis 48 links and 73 demand pairs.
However, the networks differ greatly in their structiire. For example, the Atlanta
Georgia network has many demand pairs without a direct link and a few demand
pairs with only a single 3 link route.
In addition to performance comparisons with competitive routers, the effects of
chamging algorithm and model parameters a^e also studied. In §5.3 we experiment
with rhanging the number of model stages. In §5.6 we study the effect of drawing more
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samples, while in §5.7 we look at the effect of increasing the number of subgradient
steps cillowed. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary and discussion of the
results.

5.2

Small Networks

5.2.1

Network Descriptions

Eeich test network of this section is composed of 3 nodes and 3 links with 3 demand
pairs. Each demand peiir has a direct route composed of one link and an alternate
route composed of two links. The expected number of requests for connection for
each demand pair of each stage is shown in Table 5.1. The requests for connection
for a demand pair arrive according to a Poisson process independent of the processes
of the other demand pairs. Each network has 3 stages, with a diiration of 1 time
imit for each stage and a budget, b, of 48. The degree of call turnover, or chum, is
controlled by the pzirameter FS ( Fraction Survive ), which is the fraction

of calls

that request connection at the beginning of stage 1 and are still on the network at
the end of the time period. The last line of Table 5.1 specifies this parameter for
each network.
In selecting the demsmd for the small networks, our goal was to specify a set of
networks that would be useful in demonstrating the capability of the method. In
order to accomplish this, we attempted to ensure the following conditions were met.
1. Good solutions should be obvious.
For example, network 5 has equal demand for every pair at every stage. A
reasonable solution would be to apply 16 units of capacity to each Unk for a
total of 48 imits. Network 3 has a total of 30 tmits of demand for pair 1, 42
units for psiir 2 ajid only 12 imits for pair 3. We would expect a reasonable
solution to apply capacity to the links in roughly the same proportions.
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demand
stage
stage
stage
FS

pair
1
2
3

Net 1
123
20 2 2
2 10 2
2 2 10
0.6

Net 2
123
22 2 4
4 20 4
4 20 4
0.3

Net 3
123
22 2 4
4 20 4
4 20 4
0.07

Net 4
123
18 4 18
4 18 4
18 4 18
0.3

Net 5
123
10 10 10
10 10 10
10 10 10
0.3

Net 6
123
20 10 2
10 10 10
2 10 20
0.3

"FS - Fraction Stirvive, probability a request will remain connected for the entire
time period.

Table 5.1: Demand and chnrn for each small test network. Demand shown is the rate
of a Poisson process.
2. Examples of both low chum ajid high churn networks.
Network 1 hsa low chum eind network 3 has high chum.
3. Traffic should be non-coincident.
The proposed method shordd take great advantage of non-coincident traffic.
Therefore, to determine if there is benefit in the method, networks with grossly
non-coincident traffic should be used. For example, network 4 heis high demeind
for demand pairs 1 and 3 in the first stage, demand pair 2 in the second stage and
demand pairs 1 and 3 again in the third stage. Conceivably altemate routing
could take place in the second stage without significantly aflFecting network
performance by using the extra capacity of links 1 eind 3.
4. Total demand should not result in excessive blocking.
Keeping levels of blocking low can result in more interesting alternate routing.
If the network is overloaded, the optimal solution is to route on the direct route
only for every demand pedr.

5.2.2

Evaluation Procedure

A discrete event simulation is used to evaluate the performance of a designed
network with a particular router. The simulation generates requests for connection
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for the demand pairs and routes those requests imder a particular routing protocol.
At the end of the 3 time imit horizon, the fraction of requests that were blocked is
calculated. The simulation is repeated 20,000 times to calculate a sample mean of
the fraction of blocked caUs as well as a 95% confidence interval on the mean.

5.2.3

Sizing Procedure for Comparisons

In order to evaluate the performance of SRS designed networks, it is necessary to
compare SRS performance to the performance of networks designed by other methods.
In this section, response surface methodology is used to find an optimal design for
each router. That is, HnV capacities of the network are varied systematically according
to an experimental design in order to determine a set of link capacities that minimize
network blocking found by simulation.
Since the three link capacities of our 3 node networks are constrained by the
budget, the problem has only 2 dimensions (etssuming the optimsJ solution lies on
the budget plane). Therefore, a 2^ factorial design is used to calculate a first order
approximation of the response siirface. The design is augmented with center points
in order to detect lack of fit. At eaxi design point the network is simulated 300 times
and the average fraction blocked is used as the response. At each iteration the design
is moved in the direction of steepest descent.
The adaptive routers considered in this study axe modeled well by a first order
design as long as the design is not centered in the vicinity of a local optimiun. The
state dependent routers, on the other hand, could not be modeled using a first order
design and therefore were not sized using this method. Instead, the DAR solution
was arbitrarily selected as the optimal design for these routers.
For the adaptive routers, once the design is centered in the vicinity of a local
nptirmim,

a few candidate points are selected based on the first order model. The

design is then augmented in order to fit a second order model which is used to generate
cinother candidate point. The candidate points are evaluated by simulation and the
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point with the lowest fraction blocked is selected. This process is repeated using a
different starting point, to help validate the selected point.

5.2.4

Results

The results of this section are summarized in Table 5.2. The following routers were
employed in order to make performance and size comparisons on the test networks
described above.
SRS - Sizing and Routing Synthesis, the router of this dissertation.
LLD - Least Loaded Routing Deterministic, of section §2.2.2.2.
LLP - Least Loaded Routing Probabilistic, of section §2.2.2.2.
DAR - Dynamic Alternate Routing, of section §2.2.2.1.
SDR - State Dependent Routing, of section §2.2.1.2.
SDF - State Dependent Routing Forward Looking, of section §2.2.1.2.
DRO - Direct Route Only. (This router uses the single link direct route
only.)
The network link sizes are the 3 numbers in bold in each cell of the table. The SRS
sizes are very similar to the optimeJ sizes for the other routers with the exception of
network 2, which has a sUghtly more extreme solution than the others.
Alternate routing information is given by the three numbers in the second row
of each cell and represent the percentage of the total number of calls carried by the
demand psiir that were routed on the alternate route. The SRS solution for network
6 uses alternate routes moderately, yet still exhibits good performance. DAR gets
tricked into using alternate routes and loses performance. A similetr situation occurs
for network 5. This demonstrates that the SRS router can restrict alternate routing to
its advantage. On the other hand, the SRS solution for network 3 shows a high degree
of alternate routing across eill demand pairs yet mziintsiins competitive performance.
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Network Sizes and Routing Results
Net 1
21 13 14

Net 2

Net 3

Net 4

Net 5

Net 6

17 21 10

15 22 11

16 12 20

16 16 16

16 15 17

SRS

0.4 4.2 3.9
10 7 1.4
22 11.8 26
4.4 5.1 1.8
0.8 0.8 0.8
0.1 4.4 8.2
0.0827 ± le-3 » 0.1737 ± le-3 0.0194 ± 6e-4 0.3225 ± le-3 0.1250 ± 9e-4 0.2574 ± 1.3e-3

LLD

0 00
00 0
3.4 2.1 6.2
00 0
000
000
0.0947 ± le-3 0.1746 ± le-3 0.0163 ± 6e-4 0.3152 ± le-3 0.1269 ± 9-e4 0.2603 ± 1.3e-3
0.1820 ± 3e-3 0.0531 ± 2e-3 0.3145 ± 3e-3

LLP

000

22 13 13

10 25 4

17 24 7

19 10 10

16 16 16

15 24 9
17 14 17
16 16 16
7.4 2.6 2.7
0 0 7.7
000
0.0953 ± le-3 0.1746 ± le-3 0.0146 ± 5e-4 0.3220 ± le-3 0.1270 ± 9e-4
0.1890 ± 3e-3 0.0132 ± 2e-4 0.3471 ± 3e-3
21 14 13

22 13 13

20 21 7
000

20 24 4

16 22 10

17 14 17

16 16 16

17 15 16

18 12 18
0 0 0.1

0.2626 ± le-3
0.2619 ± 1.3e-3
20 12 16

DAR 5.3 10.1 6.1
2.8 2.6 37.5
5.7 4.5 1.5
8.7 12.3 8.9
6.1 6.0 6.1
8.0 15.8 9.9
0.0861 ± 1.3e-3 0.1773 ± le-3 0.0143 ± 6e-4 0.3458 ± le-3 0.1381 ± le-3 0.2829 ± 1.4e-3
0.1867 ± 4e-3 0.0456 ± le-3 0.3459 ± 3e-3
0.2871 ± 1.4e-3
22 13 13

SDR

20 24 4

16 22 10

17 14 17

16 16 16

20 12 16

00 0
0 0 100
51.7 33.9 0000
000
0 18.3 30.6
0.3732 ± le-3 0.4719 ± le-3 0.2992 ± le-3 0.5476 ± 9e-4 0.3810 ± le-3 0.4044 ± le-3

^

22 13 13

20 24 4

16 22 10

17 14 17

16 16 16

20 12 16

00 0
018.2 48.6
18.3 4.9 0
000
000
0 21.4 30.4
0.3732 ± le-3 0.4054 ± le-3 0.0420 ± 8e-4 0.5476 ± 9e-4 0.3810 ± le-3 0.4014 ± le-3
21 13 14

DRO

19 23 6

18 23 7

17 14 17

16 16 16

17 14 17

00 0
00 0
00 0
0 00
00 0
00 0
0.0946 ± le-3 0.1738 ± le-3 0.0362 ± 8e-4 0.3152 ± le-3 0.1269 ± 9e-4 0.2611 ± le-3
0.2614 ± 3e-3
0.1815 ± 3e-3 0.0556 ± 2e-3 0.3167 ± 3e-3

"Based on a 95% confidence interval
^Based on a 9 stage approximation
'^Optimal networks not available - DAR link capacities used.
''Optimal networks not available - DAR link capacities used.

Table 5.2: Link sizes and routing results for each smzill test network and each router.
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Figtire 5.1; Normalized router performem.ce for eawJi small test network.
This is evidence that the SRS solution is taking advantage of the non-coincidence of
network traffic in this case.
Network fraction blocked is the third row of each cell and is followed by a 95%
confidence interval. It is apparent that the SRS combined sizing and routing decisions
result in performance that compares very well with the performance of the other
routers under their optimaJ network configurations. Figure 5.1 displays the network
frciction blocked data graphically for each of the 6 networks. Points on the graph
were generated by dividing the network fraction blocked for a router by the greatest
network fraction blocked among all the routers. Hence lower scores indicate better
performance.
Finally, the fourth row of a cell is the network fraction blocked under the SRS
computed link capacities. For networks 1 and 5 there is little difference between
optimal designs across all routers, hence there are no entries in the fourth row for
those networks. For network 3, the results in the fourth row demonstrate the incom
patibility of the SRS design for every other adaptive router except LLP. The LLP
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result highlights a short-coming of the response surface optimization procedure, it is
likely that ein optimal set of link capacities for that router were not selected.
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5.3

Increasing SRS Stages

It is hoped that by increasing the number of stages of the model, while maintaining
the same horizon, the SRS approximation will improve. Early evidence of this was
observed for network 3. In this Ccise, when the number of stages was increased from
3 to 9, the network performance improved dramatically. However, a further increase
in the nmnber of stages ( to 12 ), decreased performance. As can be seen in Table
5.3, the same pattern is observed for network 2. Performance improves going from 3
to 6 stages, but declines going to 9 stages. On the other hand, network performance
decreases immediately for network 1. (This may be due to the fact that network 1
has extremely low chum, FS = 0.6).
The non-linear relationship between the performance and the number of stages,
is likely due to the combination of two effects. The errors in the approximation at
each stage may combine resulting in an overzill error which increases with the number
of stages. On the other hand, including more stages provides a better model of the
system which may result in a better approximation as the number of stages increases.
There is a pattern of increasing alternate routing for SRS approximations as the
number of stages goes up. At the s£Lme time, designs become less extreme. The SRS
approximation for network 3, for example, shifts capacity from link 2 onto the other
links so that the capacities of each link become more equal.
For network 2, SRS emd DAR exhibit contrasting solutions. The DAR solution
has opted for low capacity for link 3 with a great amount of alternate routing for
that demand pair. In contrast, the SRS solution provides excess capacity for link 3
and uses alternate routing for demand pairs 1 and 2. The SRS solution routes far
more cadis on alternate routes than doei the DAR solution, yet slightly out-performs
the DAR solution.
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Approximatioii
3 stage

6 stage

9 stage

12 stage

( AT = 1 )

( AT = 1/2 )

( AT = 1/3 )

( AT = 1/4 )

DAR

21 13 14

18 15 15

18 16 14

22 13 13

Net 1

0.4 4.2 3.9
0.0827 ± le-3

7.6 1.3 3.2
0.0974 ± le-3

26 17 21
0.1397 ± 4e-3

5.3 10.1 6.1
0.0861 ± le-3

15 28 5

17 21 10

16 21 11

20 24 4

Net 2

0 0.3 1.7
0.1813 ± le-3

10.0 7.0 1.4
0.1737 ± le-3

20.2 9.9 13.1
0.1998 ± le-3

3 3 37
0.1773 ± le-3

12 31 5

16 21 11

15 22 11

16 20 12

16 22 10

Net 3

4.6 0.2 4.4
0.0773 ± 7e-4

991
0.0227 ± 2e-3

22 12 26
0.0176 ± le-3

24 21 37
0.0260 ± 2e-3

5.7 4.5 1.2
0.0143 ± 6e-4

Table 5.3: The eflfect of increasing the number of model stages (reducing AT) on
network blocking for three smsiU test networks. Performance is compared to DAR.

5.4

Sensitivity

In this section we are interested in comparing router performance imder non-design
dameind. There are two aspects of the demand that can be varied, the arrival process
and the call holding time distribution (chum).

5.4.1

Churn

Recall that "ch\im" refers to the activity of call turnover. The amotmt of chum
is controlled by the parameter FS, the fraction of calls that arrive at time 0 and sire
still on the network at the end of the time period. FS is related to /x, the parameter
of the exponential call holding time distribution by the following equation,

= -log(FS)/T.
In this section the parameter FS is varied on either side of the design value of 0.3 for
network 5. Router performance is presented in Figure 5.2. As the chum is decreeised
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Network Fraction Blocked vs FS
(Network 5)
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B 0.3
a 0.25

0.1
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0.1
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0.2

0.25

0.3
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0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Figure 5.2: Router sensitivity to chum (Network 5).
(FS increased) there appears to be a growing gap. At FS=0.5 LLP and DAR have
27% blocking, whereas, SRS and LLD have only 24% blocking. Li this case, both
LLP and DAR get trapped into moderate alternate routing (« 6%), whereas SRS emd
LLD restrict alternate routing to low levels, from 1% at FS=0.1 to 0% at FS=0.5.
The comparability of the performeince of the SRS router to that of the adaptive
routers is perhaps not too surprising in this case. The rates of requests for each
demand pair of each stage are set at the same value for this network. Therefore, SRS
routing decisions do not include stage related decisions that attempt to make use
of non-coincidence of traffic. It is this type of decision that could be problematic if
calls were to stay longer on the network. Therefore, it is likely that the SRS routing
decisions are more concerned with restricting alternate routing as link loeids reach
link capacities.
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a=0

d.p.
stg 1
stg 2
stg 3

a = .2

a= A

a = .6

a = .8

a= 1

123123
1
2
3
1
2
3
123123
22 2 4 18 6
4
14 10
4
10 14
4
6
18
4
2 22 4
4 20 4 7.2 16.8 4 10.4 13.6 4 13.6 10.4 4 16.8 7.2 4 20 4 4
4 20 4 4 16.8 7.2 4 13.6 10.4 4 10.4 13.6 4 7.2 16.8 4 4 20

Table 5.4: Sensitivity experiment, Network 3 demand.

5.4.2

Demand

In this section we are concerned with the effect of non-design demajid processes
on network performance. Two sets of arrival rates are combined according to the
convex combination given in Equation (5.1) such that the sum of the rates at each
stage remains fixed at 28.
A(q) = (1 - a)A^ + aA^.

(5.1)

The two sets A^ and A^ are shown in Table 5.4. A(0) = A^ is the design demand
process. FS is set at 0.07 (Network 3).
Routers in this experiment are evaluated using their optimal network designs. The
points in Figure 5.3 at a = 0 have 95% confidence interval widths of about 1.4e-3
which axe based on 20,000 simulations. For other values of a, the 95% confidence
interval widths are approximately 4e-3 and are based on only 3,000 simulations. The
SRS router compsires well with the other adaptive routers in this case. This is not
too surprising because, A^ is not greatly incompatible with the SRS optimal design.
The LLD results show severe instability. The LLD simulations were re-run using the
DAR optimaJ network design, however, the instabilities remained.
Another design with request rates listed in Table 5.5 was chosen for its incompat
ibility with the SRS optimal design. It was expected that the adaptive routers would
greatly outperform the SRS router in this case. However, as can be seen in Table
5.6 this is not the case. Both LLD eind LLP perform extremely poorly using almost
no cdtemate routing. DAR and SRS, on the other hand, use a tremendous amoimt
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Sensitivity to Non-design Demand
Network 3

0.14

SOF
SRS
LLD
LLP
•AR

0.12

0.1

0.08
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u.
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0.1
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0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 5.3: Sensitivity to non-design demand.

demand pair
stage 1
stage 2
stage 3
totzil

Design
12
3
22 2
4
4 20 4
4 20 4
30 42 12

Non-design
12
3
22 4
2
4
4 20
4
4 20
30 12 42

Table 5.5: Non-design demand incompatible with the SRS optimal solution.
of alternate routing for demand pairs 1 and 3 to maintain comparable performance
levels that far exceed those of LLD, LLP and DRO.
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SRS

15 22 11

LLD

17 24 7

LLP

15 24 9

DAR

16 22 10

DRO

18 23 7

29.4 0.0 43.7 0 0 0
0 0 0-1
9.5 0 33.4
00 0
0.0903 ± le-3 0.2958 ± le-3 0.2948 ± le-3 0.0898 ± le-3 0.2906 ± le-3

Table 5.6: Routing results for an extreme non-design network.

5.5

Larger Networks

5.5.1

Sizing and Evaluation Method

The networks of this section were too large to size using the statistical method
described in §5.2.3. Instead, a sizing method based on the one used by Doverspike
and Jha [19] was developed.
The method determines a link capacity for direct routed calls, x^, a capacity for
calls placed on alternate routes, Xq, and combines these using
X = Xd + Xg/r,

where r€(0,oo)isa parameter that controls alternate route capacity. The direct
component is found by simulating the uncapacitated network using the direct route
only to obtain the sample means and sample standard deviations of the link loads at
the end of each stage. The maximum mean link load for a link, Xmax, is the greatest
mean link load over all stages. The direct component is then determined using,

~ ^max "I" P^maxt
where p

€ (—00,00)

is a parameter that controls capacity eiUocated to the direct

route. The alternate route capacity is determined by simulating the network using
Xd to obtain the average number of calls that overflow the direct route, Xo- These
caJls cire apportioned equally to each link of the alternate routes. For example, if
demand pair i has 3 edtemate routes with 2 links each for a total of 6 links, each link
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j receives
Xia = ^

(5.2)

units of capacity.
Hence, by altering the parameters p and r, networks can be designed which stress
either direct or aJtemate routing. Let the function / map (p, r) to network fraction
blocked, and g map (p, r) to network total capacity, then the sizing method attempts
to find
(p,r) G argmin{/(p,r) | g { p , r ) = b , p e (-oo,oo),r e (0,oc)}.

(5.3)

For all of the networks the optimal design was foimd by setting r = 30 and
adjiisting p so that g{p,r) = b. For networks 7, 8 and 10, p = 0.1. For network 9,

p = 0.43.
It should be noted that the optimal design depends on the number of simulations
to determine the mean link loads. In this study 800 simulations were used. Since
this method relies on simulations of the network, it will be referred to as the SIM
method.

5.5.2

Large Network Descriptions

In this section a description of each network will be given including parameters
such as the total network capacity (budget), b, and the nimiber of samples drawn, n.
Net 7 - 4 Nodes, 4 Stages, 6 Demand Pairs, b = 108, F S = 0.3,n = 100
Each demand pair experiences the same expected demand over the 4 stages,
however, the peaks of the demand do not coincide. Figure 5.4 displays the
demand structure for the 4 stages.
Demand pairs 1 and 4 experience large demand in stage 1.
Demand paurs 3 Eind 6 experience large demand in stage 2.
Demand pairs 2 and 5 experience large demand in stage 4.
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Net 8 - 5 Nodes, 7 Stages, 10 Demand Pairs, b = 180, FS = 0.2,n = 100
Figure 5.5 displays the demand structure for the 7 stages. Demand pairs 6 and
10 experience the greatest expected demand followed by pairs 1,3 and 5. Again
demand has been set up so that the peaks of the demand do not coincide. Pairs
3-4 peak in the first few stages while pairs 5,6 and 10 peak in the last few stages.
The remaining padrs remain constant.
Net 9 - 7 Nodes, 3 Stages, 21 Demand Pairs, b = 252, F S — 0.2,n = 59
Figure 5.6 displays the demand structTire for the 3 stages. The first 11 demand
peiirs of this network have increasing arrival rates, 4.0, 4.8, 7.0. The next 7
demand pziirs have a fixed rate of 4.0 and the last 3 demand padrs have a fixed
rate of 6.0.
Net 10 - 10 Nodes, 3 Stages, 45 Demand Pairs, b = 540, F S = 0.2, n = 21
Figure 5.7 displays the demand structure for the 3 stages. Demand consists of
3 types; a rising and falling pattern 5.0 5.87 4.14, a low rising pattern 5.0 5.67
7.50, and a high rising pattern 10 12.5 14.3. There are 14 demand pairs of the
first pattern, 22 of the second and 9 of the third.
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Demand pairs 2.5
Oetnand pairs 3.6
Demand pairs lA

stage 1

staga 2

stage 3

stage 4

Figure 5.4; Network 7 demand structure.

stage 1

Demand pair 5

Demand pairs 6,10

(Upper) Demand pair 3

(Upper) Demand pair 1

(Lower) Demarxj pairs 2.4

(Lower) Demand pairs 7,8,9

stage 2

stage 3

stage 4

stage 5

stage 6

Figure 5.5: Network 8 demand structure.

stage 7

Demand pairs 1-11
Demand pairs 12-18
Demand pairs 19-21

stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

Figure 5.6: Network 9 demand structure.
Demand pairs 1.2.4-6.14-21.23.24.32-38
Demand pairs 7-13.25-31
Demand pairs 3.22.39-45

stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

Figure 5.7: Network 10 demand structure.
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Large Network Routing Results
net 7

net 8

net 9

net 10

SRS

0.0507 ± 6e-4

0.0440 ± 5e-4

0.0049 ± 2e-4

0.0798 ± 3e-4 "

LLD

0.0701 ± 7e-4

0.0435 ± 5e-4

0.0051 ± le-4

0.0783 ± 2e-4

LLP

0.0739 ± 7e-4

0.0590 ± 5e-4

0.0076 ± le-4

0.0766 ± 3e-4

DAR

0.0482 ± 7e-4

0.0376 ± 5e-4

0.0071 ± le-4

0.0688 ± 3e-4

DRO

0.0742 ± 7e-4

0.0587 ± 5e-4

0.0251 ± 2e-4

0.0825 ± 3e-4

"Based on only 21 saimples

Table 5.7: Link sizes and routing results for leirge networks.

5.5.3

Comparisons

Overall, the SRS method performs well compared to the other routers operating
on networks designed with the SIM method. Table 5.7 presents the fraction of calls
blocked for each router and network. Figure 5.8 presents the normalized plots of the
fraction blocked for each network. SRS can be found in the lower group of routers
for each network except network 10. (Recall that only 21 samples were drawn in this
case). SRS has the lowest fraction blocked for network 9 and DAR has the lowest
fraction blocked for edl of the other networks.
The link capacities of the SRS designed networks compare well with the link
capzicities of the SIM designed networks. For instance, Figure 5.9 displays the link
capacities of the 6 links of network 7. The SRS solution is shown in black and the
SIM solution using DAR is shown shaded. The capacities hover near 16 units for each
method, a very reasonable solution considering that each demand pair has identical
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of network blocking by SRS and SIM for Networks 7-10.
total demand, and the route structure is symmetrical. The link capacities of network
10 also match well for all 45 demand peiirs. There eire some notable mismatches,
network 8 link 10 and network 9 linVs 19 and 20. For network 8, the SRS method has
not provided sufficient capacity for linlc 10 in this case. Demand pairs 3, 6 and 10
have the greatest demand for a total of 39 units. However, the SRS solution does not
reflect this large demand. For network 9, the SIM solution does not provide sufficient
capacity for links 19-21 based on total demand.
The SRS router uses alternate routes far more frequently than the other routers.
Figures 5.10-5.13 present the percentage of the number of calls that request connec
tion for a demand pair that are routed on an alternate route. For instance, in Figure
5.14 SRS routes eihnost 40% of demand pair 2 calls on alternate routes, whereas,
DAR routes only 16% on alternate routes. Prom the figures, it is apparent that the
signatures of alternate routing of DAR and SRS are very similar. Where DAR iises
a lot of edtemate routing so does SRS, only more so.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of link capacities generated by SRS and SIM for Networks
7-10.
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Figure 5.10: The percentage of requests routed on an altemate route (Network 7).
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Figiire 5.11: The percentage of requests routed on an alternate route (Network 8).
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Figure 5.12: The percentage of requests routed on an altemate route (Network 9).
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Figure 5.13: The percentage of requests routed on an alternate route (Network 10).
For these large networks, it appears that moderate levels of alternate routing
increases performance. For example, DRO and LLP, which use very little alter
nate routing, perform consistently poorly on every network. However, DAR, SRS
and LLD, which provide moderate levels of alternate routing, do much better. The
amoomt of alternate routing correlates with performance for these networks. How
ever, LLD uses alternate routes as frequently £is DAR yet performs slightly worse
than SRS. Therefore, it is clear that utilizing alternate routes cannot be done care
lessly. SRS utilizes alternate routes more frequently than both DAR and LLD, yet
still maintains competitive performance with DAR. It is likely that SRS is making
use of the non-coincidence of the network traflSc for its alternate routing decisions to
achieve the above noted performcince.
The SRS model does not have built into it grade of service (GOS) constraints for
performance on demand pairs, yet for the networks studied here, there is little dif
ference in blocking between pairs even though there are great differences in demand
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demand pair 38
demand (rate) s; 5
link capacity
8
% cdtemate 20.8
% blocked 2.5

39
Ri 12
26
0.6
2.5

Table 5.8: Two dissimilar demand pairs of network 10 with similar blocking.
and link capacities. SRS appears to provide alternate routing where there is a defi
ciency in direct link capacity relative to other links. For example, Table 5.8 shows
the demzmd ajid link capacity for two demand pairs of network 10. Even though the
two demand pairs have very different demand and direct route capacity, the levels
of blocking are similar due to the tremendous amount of alternate routing used for
demand pair 38.
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Figure 5.14: The effect of increasing the number of samples drawn on total network
fraction blocked.
5.6

Increasing the Number of Samples

At each iteration of the SRS method a sample is drawn from the random variable
cD = (a, ^). Based on the data displayed in Figure 5.14, it appears to be the case
that eis the number of samples drawn increases, the approximation improves. The
greatest improvements occur with the first few samples drawn. This suggests that
the high rate of improvement is not due to averaging different outcomes of a) into the
recourse arc returns, but rather in re-evaluating the supply matrix
approximations of the recourse arc returns to get a better
appear to prevent the cycling noted in § 3.5.4.

S.

S

with reasonable

The sampling does
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subgradient steps
fraction blocked

60
.1087 ±0.11

400
.1083 ±0.11

1000
.0923 ±0.11

10,000
.1018 ±0.11

Table 5.9: The eflFect of mcrezising the number of subgradient steps on network frac
tion blocked (Network 8).
5.7

Increasing the Number of Subgradient Steps

At each iteration of the SRS method a backward pass is undertaken starting at
the last stage and moving to the first stage. The method proceeds to the next stage
after the subgradient method heis been employed to "improve" the dual multipliers.
In this section we cire concerned with whether or not allowing more subgradient steps
improves the solution.
The direction in which we move in the subgradient step depends on the expected
flow of the arcs, which in turn depends on the supply to each node. The supply,
therefore, drives the direction of the subgradient step.
NRD was applied to network 8 with the number of subgradient steps at each stage
set at values between 60 and 10,000. The network fraction blocked is presented in
Table 5.9. There appears to be improvement for 1000 subgradient steps, however,
that improvement is lost at 10,000 subgradient steps. In general, it is more efficient to
complete a couple of iterations of the SRS method using only a few (« 40) subgradient
steps to find a good supply vector, and then increase the number of subgradient steps.
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5.8

Summary and Conclusions

It Weis found in §5.2 that for very small networks with low chum, the SRS ap
proximations were competitive with the other adaptive routers used in the study.
This provided the impetus to study the method on larger networks. Again the SRS
solutions were competitive with the other routers even though the approximation for
the laugest network was bzised on only 21 samples. It was aJso found in §5.6, that
the SRS sampling heuristic improves the approximation with each iteration for every
network in the study. All of these results demonstrate that the method appears to
make use of network demand information resulting in network link capacities and
network routing decisions that are quite good. In addition, SRS solutions behaved
extremely well imder non-design demand conditions out-performing LLD, LLP and
SDF. At the present time there is no explaination for this phenomenon.
Some shortcomings of the method were foimd. Contrary to expectations, it was
foimd that the SRS approximation was not necessarily improved by either incresising
the nimaber of model stages (§5.3) or increasing the number of subgradient steps
(§5.7). Increasing the number of model stages appeared to produce less extreme
solutions that made use of a tremendous Eonoimt of alternate routing. As a resxdt,
for each network tested, a point was found at which adding more stages to a network
model reduced network performance.
In its present version the SRS method is competitive with other methods but at a
much greater computational cost. The preliminary results of this chapter demonstrate
that SRS network state returns reflect network demajid information to some degree,
however, information is lost in the approximation so that the advantages of the
dynamic programming type model are greatly reduced.
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CHAPTER 6
Summary and Discussion

In this dissertation, we have presented a model for determining link capacities and
making routing decisions for broadband telecommunications networks. The model
differs from traditional models for sizing or routing networks that carry voice traffic,
in that it attempts to account for the special nature of broadband demand and
broadband trsiffic. Because broadband demand tends to increase rapidly with respect
to the average length of time capacity is held by a customer, steady state models of
network traffic are not valid in generzJ, etnd may not provide approximations that cire
sufficiently accurate for network design. The need to provide more generad sizing and
routing models for broadbzmd networks has provided the impetus for this dissertation.
The model is a mxdtistage stochastic linear program that makes two different
sets of decisions. Decisions of the "zero'th" stage provide the link capacities of the
network, while all future stages provide routing decisions. The program attempts
to mimic a simulation of the network. Over the duration of a stage, requests for
service are made. At the end of the stage, those requests are routed on the network
in order to maximize the immediate return plus the expected return of futvire stages
subject to capacity availabiHty and other constraints. Model input is the network
route structure and network demand for each demand pair during each stage.
The solution of the program is approximated using a network decomposition al
gorithm due to Powell and Cheimg [61]. The algorithm can find a solution very
efficiently for multistage programs with tree recourse network structure and random
arc capacities. In addition, approximations can be found for programs with more
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general network stmctiire such as the model of this dissertation. The output of the
algorithm is a set of costs that Ccin be used to make both sizing and routing decisions.
We have dubbed a network with link capsicities and routing table given by the ouput
of this algorithm as a Sizing and Routing Synthesis (SRS) network.
Fair comparisons can be made between a network with SRS capacities and rout
ing table and some other network system, as long as link capacities have been fovind
for the other system that optimize performance for its particular router. For exam
ple, to compare the performance of Dynamic Alternate Routing (DAR) to SRS for
network A, we must first determine the set of link capacities for network A that min
imize overall network blocking when operating under DAR. For 6 small test networks
a statistical approach was taken to determine the optimal link capacities. Larger
networks were sized using a method described in Doverspike and Jha [19].
We attempted to construct network demand for the test networks that would
expose shortcomings of the adaptive routers and highlight the benefits of SRS by
providing non-coincident demand. Presimaably, since SRS has intimate knowledge
of the demand structure, it should have the ability to predict overloads and route
traffic on alternate routes to avoid congestion, and thereby improve performance.
It was foimd that SRS did provide intelligent alternate routing in such situations.
Additionally, it was foimd that SRS restricted alternate routing to very low levels for
overloaded networks.
Surprisingly, SRS proved to be qxiite insensitive to changes in demand. As the
demand changed from the design demand, demand imder which the network was sized
and routing tables generated, to extreme non-design demand, network performemce
continued to be competitive with the most robust adaptive router, DAR. This result
was contrary to expectations. It was thought that the routing tables generated by
knowledge of the design demand would perform poorly under extreme non-design
conditions. However, the SRS router compensated for the lack of capacity of the
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overloaded direct link in the same manner as DAR, by performing a tremendous
amount of alternate routing to relieve congestion.
In this study, we also explored the effect of changing model parameters. By in
creasing the number of model stages, the solutions favored a more even distribution
of link capacity among the links and was coupled with a greater tendency to perform
more alternate routing. The relationship between the niunber of model stages and
performance was found to be non-linear. It was surmised that as more stages were
included in the model, two competing factors were at work. An increase in performeince due to greater modeling eiccuracy by including more stages, ajid a decrezise
in performance from a loss of information due to the approximations of the solu
tion method. For each network an optimeil number of stages was foimd for which
performance was maximized.
We also studied the effects of changing algorithm parameters. It was found that in
creasing the number of samples drawn increased performance for every sample drawn
and for every network of this study. Although there is no theoretical justification
for this result, it is believed that the improvement is due to reducing the amount
of subgradient search that is imdertaken imder an erroneous supply matrix

S.

For

most networks, it was foimd that the greatest gains were realized within the first 30
samples drawn with the exception of network 9. For network 9 there continued to be
substantial improvement even at 100 samples drawn.
The greatest drawback of the method is that its output is simply em approximation
of the model solution. In other words, more computation does not necess£irily lead
to an improving solution. Hence, one must compare the method to other methods
by trading off the quadity of the approximation with the computational burden. In
Chapter 4 the computational burden was discussed in detail. It is clear that in its
present condition the method remsuns computationally intensive.
On the other hand, the method has some potential. With further study, it is likely
that the computational burden can be reduced significantly. For example, a better
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balance could be struck between computation and information storage in the imple
mentation of the TREEREC algorithm. Presently, very little information is stored.
It may also be possible to improve the algorithm by estimating recourse arc returns
and expected arc flows based on the values of the first few returns computed. Such
a method could reduce the cubic order of complexity with respect to the number of
recourse arcs. There is also the possibility that the approximation itself can be im
proved for a specific class of models by introducing additional parameters or applying
additioneil hueristics developed through experience with the model/algorithm system.
Since the multistage network flow model is fairly general, any success in this direction
could provide enough incentive to take a similar approach in other applications.
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Appendix A

Example Formulation
For the 3 link, 3 node network shown in Figure A.l, we will write out the formu
lation for MSLPl and MSLP2.
Node/Link Definitions
iV = {l,2,3}
L = {(1,2), (2,3), (1,3)},

h = (1,2), h = (2,3), h = (1,3)

Demand/Route Information
£> = {(1,2),(1,3)}.

(fi = (l,2), (i2 = (l,3)

The set of allowable routes is specified to be the following,
« = {{(1.2)}, {(2,3), (1,3)}, {(1,3)}, {(1,2), (2,3)}},
= {^l}) ^2 = {^2j^3}I

—

Rd =routes of demand pair d,

{^3}>

fA

=

Ri = {ri,r2}, R2 = {^3,^4}.

The link-route incidence matrix A is,
1 0 0 1

A=

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0
Let the route load at the start of stage 1 be.
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Figure A.l: A smeill 3 node, 3 link example network,
= (10,6,3,5), which gives an initial link load of,

10 0 1
ASi =

0 10 1
0 1 1 0

^ 10
6
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3
. 5
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Model Parameters
a. Fixed
Let the return for routing one call on route i be,
Cj = 10,
Let,

= 20, C3 = 30, C4 = 40.

= 1, with a total budget, b = 100.

Set the total number of stages, T = 2 and the duration of each stage, At = 1.
b. Stochastic
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i) Let requests for demand pair i arise according to a Poisson process with
rate A^. Let Xi =the ntmiber of requests for connection of demand pair i
over At, then
= .) =

ii) The length of time a call remains on the network is asstuned to obey the
exponential distribution with parameter n regardless of the demand pair.
Let X = the length of time a call remains on the network. The probability,
p, a call will terminate within At is
p = P{X < At) = 1 - e-'^^
For Tii such calls on route i, each independent of the other, the distribution
o f t h e nimiber of calls t h a t terminate over A i i s B { n i , p ) .

MSLPl Formulation
a. Decision Variables
X = {xux2',xz), link capacities.
yy = number of cadis routed on route j during stage t .
y^j = number of calls terminated on route j during stage t .
S i = {Sj^,Si^, S [ J , residual link capacity at the start of stage t .

Sfi = (5jj,

route loading at the start of stage t .

S* = {Si, S]i) = {Sf^,..., 5/j,

,...,

b. Formulation
max£?[/i^(5^,Q^, 5^]
s/t

Z1+X2+X3 < 100

the complete state vector.
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f

Xi

1 0 0 1

' Sh '

=

X2
V

10 ^

\

—

)

K

6

0 1 0 1

sh

3

0 1 1 0

'^'3 >

V 5 /

5, X > 0
where,
h^{S^, a^,5^) = max lOyi 4- 2Qy2 + SOt/a + 40^4 + E[h^{S^,
y,s^

r SI

^

^ yi-yi ^

1 0 0 1

^ Sf^
y2 - y2

Sh
\ ' h j

0 1 0 1

Sf,
V z - m

0 1 1 0

\y4-y4. J

- y i + sl^

yi

=

- ya + 5^

=

- y z +

=

S'r,

- y4 + sl^

=

5^

yi + y2

<

ai

^3 + ^4 <

al

yi

=

y2 = ^2

y? y> SRI

yz

=

^3

y4

=

<^1
^

^
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The recourse function of the second stage,

is similar to the above

with the stage t superscript incremented by one.
MSLP2 Formulation
a. Set Definitions
Define the link/route combinations in which the first element specifies a link
and the second a route of the original network,
B! = {(1,1), (1,4), (2,2), (2,4), (3,2), (3,3)},
9i = (l,l),92 = (l,4),...,g6 = (3,3).
The first two elements of R' identify link 1 as a link of both route 1 and route
4

of the original network. In this notation, the set of nodes,

iV,

becomes,

iV = L U iE' = {1,2,3, (1,1), (1,4),..., (3,3)}.
The complete notation is more cumbersome. For example, q2 and N written
out completely are given by,
® = ((1,2),{(1,2),(2,3)}),

iV = {(1,2), (2,3), (1.3), ((1,2), {{1,2)}), ((1,2), {(1,2), (2,3)}),..., ((1,3),

Therefore, the simpler notation is used to refer to the elements of N.
b. Input Data
Recall that input data for MSLP2 is derived firom the input data of MSLPl.
Specifically, S^, is derived from 5^ using the rule,
[5^,], = [5^]y

Vq e R' s.t. r{q) = j,

where the notation [5^], refers to the j'th element of S^. Since 5^ = (10,6,3,5),
Sjii becomes.
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[^ili = 10,
['^R]4 = 5,
[Shh

= 6,

['5r']4

['^r]4 = 5,
[•^hJZ = 6,
= 3.

[Shh

The Oi = l/|r(5)| for q € R' become,
a = (1,1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2,1).
The returns per routed call, cj = Cj/\j\

q E R' s.t. r{q) = j, become,

c= (10,20,10,20,10,30).
The random vector,
S'g = Sj
Therefore,

5', is derived from 5 by the rule,

qe R' s.t. r(g) = j.

5' is given by,

= (^1>^4)^2j^4)^2)^3)The link/route incidence matrix has links for rows £ind elements of R' for
columns.
1 1 0 0 0 0

A=

0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

The sets, R'{i) = {g 6 i?' | l{q) = i} foimd in RP2, become,
/?(!) = {(1,1), (1,4)},
H'(2) = {(2,2),(2,4)},
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fl'(3) = {(3,2),(3,3)}.
c. Decision Variables
Uij— flow on an arc from node i to node j. If i = (1,2) G L and j =
((1.2), {(1,2)}) e R', then the correct notation for yij is y(i,2),((i,2).{(i.2)})However, we will make use of the simpler notation in which the link and
route numbers of the original network are used. Hence, yij wiU be denoted.

The complete state vector is given by,
^ ~ i^L' ^R')

~ (*^1

^1,4)1

• • • ' *^3,3))

d. Formulation
max£J[/i^(5^',Q^',j^']
s/t

XI + X2 + X3 < 100
/ 10 \

(

Xi

\

XI
\

—

)

1 1 0 0 0 0

( s i ' )
sr
K

=

*^3' J

0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

V 3 /
S,x > 0
where,
h^(S^', a^', <J^') = ma« 10t/i,(i,i) + 20yi,(i,4) + 10y2.(2.2)
y.5^'
+20y2,(2,4) + 10t/3,(3,2) + 30I/3,(3,3) +

s/t

yi,(i,i) + 2/1,(1,4) + J/1,1 — ^1

B[h^(S^',

S^')]

y2,(2,2) + 1/2,(2,4) + 2/2,2

1/3,(3,2) + 1/3,(3,3) + 2/3,3

1/(1,1),1 + 1/(1,1),(1,1)
2/(1,4),1 + 2/(l,4),(l,4)

l/(3.3),3 + 2/(3.3).(3,3)

1/(1,1),1 + 1/(1,4),1 + 1/1,1
l/(2,2),2 + l/(2,4),2 + 1/2,2

2/(3,2),3 + l/(3,3),3 + 2/3,3

1/1,(1,1) + y(l.l),(l.l)
yi,(l,4) + y(l,4),(l,4)

y3,(3,3)

1

+

y(3,3),(3,3)

1

lyi,(l,l) + 21/2,(2,2) + 21/3.(3,2)

1
1
2yi.(1.4) + 2^2,(2,4) + ly3,(3,3)

y(i.i),i
y(i.4),i

y(3,3).3

yi,(l,4) - 2/2,(2,4)
1/2,(2,2) - y3,(3,2)
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